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Abstract 
 

Artificially intelligent black boxes are increasingly being proposed for emergency medicine 
settings; this paper uses ethical analysis to develop seven practical guidelines for emergency 
medicine black box creation and use. The analysis is built around seven variations of a thought 
experiment involving a doctor, a black box, and a patient presenting chest pain in an emergency 
department. Foundational concepts, including artificial intelligence, black boxes, transparency 
methods, emergency medicine, and ethical analysis are expanded upon. Three major areas of 
ethical concern are identified, namely consent; culture, agency, and privacy; and fault. These 
areas give rise to the seven variations. For each, a key ethical question it illustrates is identified 
and analyzed. A practical guideline is then stated, and its ethical acceptability tested using 
consequentialist and deontological approaches. The applicability of the guidelines to medicine 
more generally, and the urgency of continued ethical analysis of black box artificial intelligence 
in emergency medicine, are clarified. 
 
Keywords: artificial intelligence, black boxes, emergency medicine, bioethics, medical ethics, 
ethical guidelines 
 
 

Referat  
 
Det blir allt vanligare att föreslå att icke-transparant artificiell intelligens, s.k. black boxes, 
används inom akutmedicinen. I denna uppsats används etisk analys för att härleda sju riktlinjer 
för utveckling och användning av black boxes i akutmedicin. Analysen är grundad på sju 
variationer av ett tankeexperiment som involverar en läkare, en black box och en patient med 
bröstsmärta på en akutavdelning. Grundläggande begrepp, inklusive artificiell intelligens, 
black boxes, metoder för transparens, akutmedicin och etisk analys behandlas detaljerat. Tre 
viktiga områden av etisk vikt identifieras: samtycke; kultur, agentskap och privatliv; och 
skyldigheter. Dessa områden ger upphov till de sju variationerna. För varje variation urskiljs 
en viktig etisk fråga som identifieras och analyseras. En riktlinje formuleras och dess etiska 
rimlighet testas utifrån konsekventialistiska och deontologiska metoder. Tillämpningen av 
riktlinjerna på medicin i allmänhet, och angelägenheten av fortsatt etiska analys av black boxes 
och artificiell intelligens inom akutmedicin klargörs. 
 
Nyckelord: artificiell intelligens, black box, akutmedicin, bioetik, medicinsk etik, etiska 
riktlinjer 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 A Thought Experiment: The Chest Pain Problem 

 You are an emergency department (ED) doctor in Uppsala University 
Hospital, with 30 years of clinical experience. A patient, Oscar, a 54-year old 
Swedish man who grew up in Uppsala, and lives a sedentary life, arrives and 
complains of severe, nonspecific chest pain lasting six hours. He has no history 
of heart disease, but is very hyptertensive (i.e., has high blood pressure) and 
was treated for a bleeding peptic ulcer just one month ago. Most patients who 
arrive in EDs with severe nonspecific chest pain are not diagnosed with a heart 
attack. Nonetheless, to rule out a heart attack, you order a highly-sensitive test 
of his Troponin T levels; Troponin T is a protein used in heart muscle 
contraction, and elevated blood levels of Troponin T indicate that heart cells 
have died (myocardial necrosis), which is a common outcome during and after 
a heart attack. If Oscar has indeed had a heart attack, given his history of ulcer 
and hypertension, the next correct step would be to perform an angioplasty – a 
type of minimally invasive surgery which due to his unstable condition has a 
3% risk of death – not high, but not negligible. If you do not perform it, the 
patient’s risk of further heart damage, possibly fatal, would substantially 
increase, although you do not know by what percent. 
 The Troponin T test comes back as negative. This test generally has an 
accuracy of 88% in this kind of patient. That leads you to  an assessment that 
the patient probably had no heart attack, and therefore that an angioplasty is 
not needed. Normally, you would now monitor the patient without surgical 
intervention. You tell Oscar. He is relieved. 
 However, bioinformaticians from Uppsala University then show up at 
your emergency department. They want to try out their new machine learning-
based artificial intelligence (AI) technology, which diagnoses heart attacks not 
by a single test like Troponin T, but by considering a long list of variables 
including full blood test results (including Troponin T), vital signs, and the 
patient’s entire medical history, analyzed word-for-word using natural 
language processing (NLP). You know nothing about how this AI makes its 
decision. Even the creators of the computer – and this is crucial to our problem 
– do not fully understand how the AI makes its decision. It is a “black box”. 
However, thousands of previous trials have shown it is correct 94% of the time. 
After processing your patient’s data, the AI result comes back positive: it was 
indeed a heart attack, the computer says, contradicting your own Troponin T 
test. However, the computer cannot tell you why the many input variables led to 
the conclusion of a heart attack – and therefore you certainly could not explain 
it to your nervous patient. 
 You tell Oscar, “I’m quite sure you’ve had a heart attack.” 
 Oscar asks, “How do you know?” 
 You answer, “An artificially-intelligent computer program, which 
rarely makes mistakes, told me so.” Oscar looks confused. 
 Do you then ask his consent to perform the angioplasty? 
 Or: you are the patient. Do you give consent? 

 
 I begin this paper with this thought experiment, which I have labelled the Chest Pain 
Problem, because it encapsulates many of the ethical issues involved in using artificial AI in 
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emergency medicine (EM). We will come back to the Chest Pain Problem, tweaking it to 
examine these various issues, and using it as the basic example for understanding concepts not 
only in ethics but also in AI. For the moment, the only thing we need to observe about the Chest 
Pain Problem is that it is very much a problem that could occur in the real world right now, 
with our level of AI technology. Researchers in Uppsala, led by computer scientists Lindholm 
and Holzmann (2018), have indeed invented a computer program which can diagnose heart 
attacks at 94% accuracy1, better than any traditional EM diagnostic test such as Troponin T. 
Nonspecific chest pain is notorious for being a symptom that, on its own, does not lead human 
doctors2 to easy diagnoses in emergency settings (Pollack, 2019). Lindholm and Holzmann do 
not quite use the full patient history, but only a list of previous diagnoses. However, an NLP 
analysis of full patient history is well within the abilities of current technology. The Chest Pain 
Problem is a thought experiment, and academic, but not just academic.  

1.2 Aim 

 The aim of this paper is to propose the first set of practical ethical guidelines for the 
adoption of black box AI in EM. The paper is intended not only for philosophers, but also 
clinicians and EM administrators, as well as AI engineers. Ultimately, I hope that ideas in this 
paper will become available to the general public as well, as everyone is a stakeholder in the 
project of introducing advanced information technology into medicine. 

1.3 Summary 

 I will attempt to fulfill my aim in four steps. First, in the Issues section, I elucidate 
prerequisite concepts that will help the reader understand the ethical analysis that follows. I 
define and comment upon the terms in the title of this paper. As part of this section, I  add a 
parenthetical pause to discuss how black boxes may be made more transparent. Second, in the 
Analysis section, I discuss three concerns that I have for the topic of ethics of black box AI use 
in EM. For each concern, I create one or more variations of the introductory story above, meant 
to highlight a specific question of interest within the topic. After examining each question, I 
conclude with a proposed guideline. Third, in the Results section, the guidelines are listed 
altogether. I look briefly at the implications of these guidelines for medicine more generally 
outside EM contexts. Fourth, in the Discussion section, I suggest some next steps for this 
project. 

                                                 
1 If you are familiar with the work of Lindholm and Holzmann, you may know that their diagnostic technology 
uses what is known as a gradient boosting machine (GBM). There is some discussion as whether GBMs 
necessarily have to be black boxes; that is, some computer scientists have proposed methods for humans to decode 
the decision-making processes in GBMs, among other forms of artificial intelligence. We will consider similar 
methods in due course. 
2 In this paper, I use the words “doctor”, “physician”, “medical professional”, and so forth rather loosely, to avoid 
repetition. In all cases I really mean “health care worker qualified to deal with the clinical situation”. 
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 2. Issues: Prerequisite concepts 

 In this part of the paper, I will provide extended definitions of, and discuss issues 
involved in, the terms in the title of this essay, namely artificially intelligent, black boxes, 
emergency medicine, and ethical analysis. Each will be central to the reasoning that follows in 
the Analysis section; understanding them all deeply is prerequisite to traversing its arguments. 

2.1 Artificially intelligent  

 Artificially intelligent, or its noun form artificial intelligence, has been defined in 
different ways by various commentators, since the term first was used publicly at the 1956 
Dartmouth workshop sometimes considered the foundational event in studies of AI. Russell 
and Norvig (2010), in their widely-used overview Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach, 
organize these definitions into four categories (p. 2-4). Each category provides insight into a 
different aspect of how artificial intelligence may manifest itself in EM settings. In a moment 
we will consider these categories. First, however, we note that we will be using the terms 
“artificially intelligent” and “artificial intelligence” only to refer to non-genetically evolved 
agents; by this, I mean anything which is not the product of genetic evolution, and which acts 
in a general sense – that is, which is an agent. 
 Two comments are important regarding non-genetically evolved agents. First: we must 
be very specific about the fact that we are excluding agents which are not a product of both 
genetics and evolution. This means we are excluding human brains, but not other kinds of 
intelligent systems made of biological materials. Biocomputers – that is, computers with 
biological molecules as circuitry – are not excluded, and in fact are on the cusp of being built 
by bioinformatic engineers. For example, Zhang and Lu (2018) have designed a biocomputer 
for clinical use. It would measure glucose levels at the point of care, and its logical decision-
making and information storage would be carried out by species such as sodium, citrates, 
adenosine diphosphate and adenosine triphosphate, and enzymes. For the ethical analysis in 
this paper to have relevance over a longer time period than the next few years, it should be 
applicable to any biocomputing agents that are invented in the future, including those that might 
use DNA replication. The analysis should also apply to computers, or biocomputers, invented 
by computers, or even biocomputers. Computers inventing computers is a phenomenon that 
researchers at Microsoft and Cambridge are trying to make real, to fulfill a “dream of artificial 
intelligence” (Balog et al., 2017, p. 1). It would not come as a surprise if a commentator labelled 
a biocomputer inventing a biocomputer as “evolution”, as such a situation would at least appear 
similar to genetic reproduction as it exists in nature: something similar to a living thing 
producing another thing similar to a living thing (but not by genetic reproduction). This case 
nonetheless would count as AI under our definition. Anyway, for our purposes, we do not need 
to get hung up on the definition of “evolution”. However, what matters very much to us is that 
such cases could involve the creator of AI being AI itself, which raises hairy questions about 
the ethical responsibilities of AI creators – questions we will address later. 
 A second comment about non-genetically evolved agents: as I said above, an agent is 
something which acts, in a general sense.3 We need not say much more about agents – however, 

                                                 
3 A computer agent is sometimes meant to refer to a more specific kind of machine. As Russell and Norvig put it, 
“computer agents are expected to do more: operate autonomously, perceive their environment, persist over a 
prolonged time period, adapt to change, and create and pursue goals.” These characteristics may, but do not 
necessarily, apply to the kinds of AI we will be examining in this essay. 
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the nature of agency is going to be crucial to our ethical analysis. Agency is a much debated 
concept in philosophy and often used to “denote the performance of intentional actions” 
(Schlosser, 2015, para. 3). As I will explain later, I do not think this definition is the most useful 
in the context of this essay; we will rather, in our analysis below, use a definition of “agency” 
proposed by Frankfurt (1971). For now, we will put on hold our discussion of the nuances of 
the definition of agency. 
 We now return to the four categories of definitions of AI, as defined in Russell and 
Norvig, using their terminology: acting humanly, thinking humanly, thinking rationally, and 
acting rationally: 
 1) acting humanly – a non-genetically evolved agent is artificially intelligent if it passes 
the Turing test. That is, its written responses to written human questions are so humanlike that 
a person cannot distinguish them from what a human would produce. In the future, possibly as 
a replacement for human doctors, artificially intelligent machines may act humanly and engage 
in clinical communication with patients, perhaps even indistinguishably from a human in 
language and ideas. 
 2) thinking humanly – a non-genetically evolved agent is artificially intelligent if the 
way it solves problems is structurally similar to the way a brain does. Later in this paper, we 
will discuss a key example of computers thinking humanly: artificial neural networks (ANNs). 
The original inspiration for artificial neural networks came from a desire to create a machine 
with circuitry that is similar to the neural connections in a brain. Electronic nodes are connected 
to one another just as neurons are connected to one another. If you have such an artificial 
structure, and it returns similar output, from an input, to that which a brain would return (i.e., 
if you input “chest pain” and “high Troponin T levels” and the machine prints “PROBABLE 
HEART ATTACK” on its screen), then your agent is thinking humanly. Note that this is not the 
same as passing a Turing test; an observer might still be able to tell that these responses were 
being produced by a non-human. (The distinction here is between the semantic content of the 
response and its verbal expression. Our humanly-thinking agent might not communicate the 
content as a human would.4) 
 ANNs may not be the only example of AI thinking humanly. Simple logic-based 
inferences may also count. Humans use them all the time – for example, in the structure of 
rhetorical argumentation (i.e., [(p  q)  (q  r)]  (p  r)). A computer can be programmed to 
honor the same kinds of logical rules. It is important to note, however, that we do not know 
precisely how simple logic-based inferences are actually represented in a human brain. 
Symbolic statements like the one above are linguistic expressions that people use to describe 
their thinking. As to what a concrete neural correlate might be of variables p, q, and r, or the 
logical operators  and , remains to be determined. As to whether they are structured like 
computer circuitry would be a further question. 
 3) thinking rationally – a non-genetically evolved agent is artificially intelligent if it 
can use logic to solve problems written in logical notation. Here, the AI need not be structurally 
                                                 
4 One could object that semantics, symbols, and syntax are not neatly divisible in natural language, and that any 
meaning conveyed necessarily depends on the words chosen to describe any concept. This objection may be fair. 
While a human doctor might say, “The patient has probably had a heart attack”, the computer might return 
“PROBABLE HEART ATTACK” with a pragmatic obvious reference to the patient. We will assume, in this paper, that 
the doctor and the computer mean the same thing. We do this both to avoid having to argue about what “meaning” 
means, and to emphasize that in a real-life medical clinic the audience to these statements would understand them 
both as indicating that the patient probably had a heart attack. (As to the accuracy of the statements, that may be 
different between the doctor’s and the computer’s, especially if the former is right, say, 50% of the time, whilst 
the latter, say, 99%.)  
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similar to the brain in terms of its circuitry. It just must reason, using the rules of logic. “By 
1965, programs existed that could, in principle, solve any solvable problem described in logical 
notation” (Russell & Norvig, p. 4). Such an agent would be less prone to the black box problem 
than, for example, an ANN, because the rationally thinking machine would be able to display 
every step in its processing of a problem, in a form a human can understand, which an ANN 
may not be able to do, as we shall see. In the Chest Pain Problem, a diagnostic tool for heart 
attack which uses Bayesian network (BN) technology – described below – would be an 
example of rationally thinking AI. 
 4) acting rationally – a non-genetically evolved agent is artificially intelligent if its 
outputs are those that are, using Russel and Norvig’s language, the “best outcome”, or, in cases 
of uncertainty, “best expected outcome” (ibid). That is, we know intelligence by the fruits of 
its labor. That labor can involve logical inference – but does not have to. “There are ways of 
acting rationally that cannot be said to involve inference.” (ibid) For example, a nervous 
system5 thinks non-inferentially when it acts on reflex. “[R]ecoiling from a hot stove… is 
usually more successful than a slower action taken after careful deliberation (ibid).” What 
would a reflex look like in clinical AI? A computer might promptly recommend defibrillation 
when faced with a cardiac arrest case. This action is likely to produce the best possible outcome, 
rather than a slower, more deliberated automated process, such as a blood test or family history 
review.  
 It is not necessary, for the purposes of this paper, to choose a favorite amongst these 
definition categories.6 That is because the technologies that we will consider below might 
only fit most comfortably into one definition or the other, while general opinion and probably 
the reader’s intuition nonetheless will label them all “AI”. Artificially intelligent agents do 
not all share a common characteristic, but rather, to use the language of Wittgenstein, have 
family resemblances . That is, there is no one necessary and sufficient condition for 
something to be AI; things we call “AI”, rather, may have a string of overlapping properties 
(Wittgenstein & Anscombe, 1958, p. 32). For example, with these properties being 
represented by ovals: 

 
 
Furthermore: AI developers are incorporating multiple architectures into single machines. So, 
we might have combination of an ANN, a BN, and a simple arithmetic calculator. For a real-
world example, we can look at the Robot Scientist Eve, developed by Williams et al. (2015). 
Eve is a machine designed to speed up the complex problem of medical drug design. Eve has 

                                                 
5 I say here “nervous system” rather than “brain” because I want to stay true to Russell and Norvig’s example of 
a hot stove reflex. The reflex arc in humans actually sometimes does not pass through the brain, but rather only 
the spinal cord (Saladin, 2010, p. 496-7). (The brain ends up receiving the signal of the sensory input only while 
the reflex is occurring.) If we apply the principle of generosity here to Russell and Norvig by assuming that they 
know this fact, the we can draw the conclusion that their definition of AI includes any computer system analogous 
to a spinal cord, that is, a separate pathway of non-distributed processing connected to a neural network, that can 
produce a reflex-type outcome. 
6 Russel and Norvig prefer definition four; I diverge from them there. 

AI 1 AI 2 

acts rationally 

acts humanly thinks 
rationally 

thinks humanly AI 3 
AI 4 

AI 5 

AI 6 

AI 6 AI 7 
AI 8 
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a tripartite structure. It first uses brute-force computation to screen thousands of molecular 
compounds for their likelihood to be able to treat a disease. Then, it uses a more complex and 
elegant system, called hit-confirmation, to repeatedly test any selected compounds in various 
concentrations, in order to eliminate false-positives. Finally, for any remaining compounds, 
Eve uses machine-learning-type linear regression to hypothesize whether the compound, based 
on its structure, would successfully treat a given disease. This leads the machine to propose the 
synthesis of a new, more potent compound, which is then re-cycled through the hit 
confirmation and linear regression steps. When any given compound crosses a threshold 
success rate, the cycling stops. That compound is called a “lead”. Researchers can then move 
on to migrate the lead into more traditional methods of drug development (ibid). 

2.2 Black (and white and grey) boxes 

 As we go on to define a black box, we will keep in mind the four categories of 
definitions of AI. Black boxes are artificially intelligent agents whose inner workings cannot 
be understood by humans. They return sometimes-correct outputs from inputs, but we cannot 
know how they arrived at these outputs: 
 

input              output 
 
Although the term “black box” may seem to imply a discrete phenomenon – that an agent either 
is a black box or fully transparent – in fact, there can be degrees of transparency. At least one 
author, Bathaee (2018), distinguishes between strong and weak black boxes. Strong black 
boxes are “entirely opaque to humans”, while weak ones “can be reverse engineered or probed 
to determine a loose ranking of the importance of the variables the AI takes into account.” I 
would go a step further and place opacity on a continuum from completely black through 
shades of grey to white.7 Examples will follow. 
 This definition of a black box has many interesting implications for its place in the 
contexts of emergency medicine and a world of human brains. Before we explore those 
implications, however, let us understand better what black boxes are by looking at the 
engineering behind some AI already proposed for EM. (This account will not be 
comprehensive; many more types of EM AI can be found in the literature. We need not consider 
all of them in order to do our ethical analysis.) To make it very clear what a black box is, we 
will first describe its opposite: a white box. This is an AI whose inner workings can be clear, 
not only to computer scientists, but also to health care professionals.  

 2.2.1 White box. BNs are a type of white box. They are a topographic model of the 
conditional probability of variables. They allow you to predict what factors contribute to an 
outcome. Each variable is weighted depending on how strong its contribution. A BN can 
predict, for example, what illness a patient has, based on her symptoms. Haug et al. (2013) 
showed that a BN can be used to create an emergency diagnostic decision-support application, 
determining with over 90% accuracy whether a patient has pneumonia, based on his 
demographic details, vital signs, laboratory data, chest x-ray results, a nursing assessment, and 
his chief complaint when arriving at the ED. 
 Twardy et al. (2005) built a diagnostic tool which we will look at in detail, because 
although it is not designed for emergency diagnosis, it is a particularly easy-to-understand 

                                                 
7 I have not found the terminology, white and grey boxes, in the academic literature. However, it has been used 
informally, for example in blogs.  
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example of how medical BNs can work. The software determines a male patient’s risk of 
developing coronary heart disease (CHD) over the next 10 years. Eight variables are considered 
in the analysis, such as age, blood pressure, and bloodstream concentration of triglycerides (the 
main constituent of body fat). The data used to calculate the risk came from a sample of 25,000 
patients taken over six years by a team in Münster, Germany, the Prospective Cardiovascular 
Münster study, or PROCAM. 
 

 

Figure 1. Twardy et al.’s BN for determining 10-year CHD risk (from Twardy, 2005). 

To understand this diagram, let us look at the variable Triglycerides, at the lower left. In the 
node labelled “Triglycerides, mg/dL”, we see different triglyceride levels in discrete bins (0-
100, 100-150, 150-200, >= 200) and the percent of the sampled population who fit into these 
bins (30.2, 34.8, 19.8, 15.2). If we follow the arrow to the next node, “TriScore”, we see these 
percentages weighted to an integer score (L0, L2, L3, L4), called a point value, determined by 
the computer from the data set, which corresponds to the variable’s predictive power. 
Triglyceride levels, whose maximum point value is L4, are relatively unimportant in predicting 
CHD compared to, say, age, whose point values range as high as L26. This node also shows 
the mean and standard distribution of the point values, in the case of TriScore, 1.9±1.4. 
Following the arrow leads us to a table of point value sums – “PROCAM scores” – and their 
relative percentages. So, across the population, if you add the point values for each variable, 
you get a total which corresponds to a certain percent of people. A higher PROCAM score 
means a higher chance of CHD. The scores are then converted into bins for percentage risk of 
10-year CHD, with corresponding percentages of the population. Again, mean and standard 
deviation appear below them. The average male in this sample had a 6.84% chance of 10-year 
CHD, with a large standard deviation of 8.6%. (This is because the risk varies greatly and “tops 
out”, according to the authors, at 70%, regardless of how high the PROCAM score.) 
 BNs are remarkable at simplifying complicated data. A table of conditional 
probabilities can be very accurate when computed from a large data set, and can therefore also 
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very accurately predict outcomes. As any node can be conditional upon any other node, BNs 
can look quite complex. Here is one intended to predict liver disorder. 

 
There are 94 variables here. However, as Sand (2018) points out, BNs make such situations 
computable, when that would be practically impossible without the topographic representation. 
If you were to hand-calculate the conditional probability of every variable given every other 
variable, you would have (293)-1 calculations to perform. This model reduces that number to 
231.8 Likewise, in the Chest Pain Problem, a decision support system which uses a BN could 
incorporate huge amounts of data on Oscar. 
 Much more can be said about BNs, including that they can have the power to detect 
subtle influences on outcomes in the form of unobserved variables (say, an unreported case of 
hepatitis), but there is something important to note regardless of a BN’s complexity: every one 
of the nodes above is labelled with something meaningful, and its values readable. As Firooz 
(2015, para. 2) observes, “all the parameters in BNs have an understandable semantic 
interpretation” – and we can add that this is true even for any newly-added unobserved 
variables, at least in that we know that there is something in the real world which is confounding 
the analysis, and how much it is doing so. In short, we can read the nodes. It is a white box: 
 

variables    conditional probabilities    joint probability 

A BN is also therefore a form of artificial intelligence. It thinks rationally (according to laws 
of logic) and also acts so (producing a best possible outcome). Like a brain, it sifts quickly 
through vast amounts of information and outputs an optimal choice. 

 2.2.2 Black box. Now let us compare our white box to a black box. In the literature, the 
archetypal black box is the ANN. ANNs have been proposed for areas of emergency medicine 
as varied as ED triage systems, prediction of neonatal intensive care unit (ICU) outcomes, and 

                                                 
8 To understand how 231 was reached, see Sand (2018). 

Figure 2. A BN for predicting liver disorder. From Agnieszka et al. (1999). 
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communication failure between ED staff members (Handly et al., 2015; Tong, 2000; Bagnasco 
et al., 2015). ANNs are capable of finding patterns in very complicated data sets. These patterns 
are furthermore returned with calculations of their certainty. 
 The basic structure of an ANN is as follows. In the diagram below, 1, 2, …, N represent 
artificial neurons, which are mathematical functions and the basic unit of the network. a refers 
to the value outputted by the node. w is a weight. b refers to a +1 bias whose contribution can 
safely be ignored for our purposes. z is the sum of the weighted values, which gets inputted 
into a function g, which could be one of a diverse variety of forms: linear, sigmoidal, hyperbolic 
tangent, and so forth. a is the output of the function, which gets carried to the next node 
assuming it reaches a threshold value. 

 
Neural networks get built up from this unit, with multiple interconnected nodes in layers. The 
layers in-between input (on the left) and output (on the right) are known as “hidden layers”. 
 

 
An actual neural network can have millions of nodes, at which point it is sometimes labelled a 
“deep” network. The ANN is trained by taking a large data set and feeding it variables and real-
world outcomes. Different values for the weights w1…wN are tested, producing an output. As 
the ANN is being trained, any error in the output is back-propagated from right to left, 
readjusting the weights. This feed-forward/back-propagation cycle is repeated until the ANN’s 
output error is reduced to the designer’s desired threshold. 
 This basic architecture causes the ANN to be a black box. There are at least a few 
reasons for this. First, the nodes in hidden layers do not correspond to real-world meanings, as 
they do in a BN. Second, we could know the weights and functions of all the nodes, but that 
does not mean we can understand how they are working together to produce any output. They 
could, for example, be representing information in a topography of many dimensions, far more 
than a human can visualize. Or, we can think of output as a function of input… 
 
 aout=f(a1…an) 

Figure 3. The basic unit of an ANN. From Stansbury (2014). 

 
Figure 4. A simple multi-nodal ANN. From Stansbury (2014). 
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…but the actual function f cannot be understood, because the combination of weights and 
functions of individual nodes cannot be represented by an equation determinable either by the 
computer or a human. Or, in the case of an ANN doing image recognition – say, detecting a 
malignant tumor in an MRI: 

 
[a] layer or cluster of neurons may encode some feature extracted from the data 
(e.g., an eye of an arm in a photograph), but often what is encoded … will look 
like visual noise to human beings. The net result is akin to the way one “knows” 
how to ride a bike. … One learns to ride a bike by attempting to do so over and 
over again and develops an intuitive understanding. (Bathaee, 2018, p. 902) 

 
Thirdly, ANNs are problematic in that the more nodes and layers they contain, the more 
powerful they can be at problem-solving. Therefore: 
 

[t]here is an inherent tension between machine learning performance (predictive 
accuracy) and explainability; often the highest performing methods … are the 
least explainable (DARPA, 2016, p. 7) 
 

This is similar to human brains. Many of the most complicated tasks we undertake – say, 
interpreting a piano score – are full of calculations and processing routines unknown both to 
the agent and any observer. A pianist may choose to play a fermata in a Beethoven sonata for 
2.6 seconds. The pianist does not know the precise length of time; if asked why she chose 2.6 
seconds, she might respond, “it just felt right.” Any actual logical decision-making in her brain, 
about the fermata, is impenetrable, even to the best brain-imaging equipment we have. In fact, 
it very well may be the case that no mathematics are being calculated in her neural cortices; 
rather, they are recognizing patterns, by comparing the current musical situation to a similar 
one in the past.  Likewise, in the Chest Pain Problem, if you are an experienced ED physician 
of 30 years, you might have an intuition that a patient has not had a heart attack, but may not 
always be able to precisely say why you think so. In the real world, we take such inexplainable 
expert intuitions seriously. In the pianist’s case, the cortical areas of the brain may have little 
to do with her decision at all; it may be that finger activity is being primarily mediated at some 
non-calculating, pre-cortical level, like learned motor skills in the cerebellum (Ma, et al., 2010). 
 ANNs are therefore very much artificial intelligence. They think humanly and act 
rationally.9 They mimic human intuitive decision-making. They may even shed light on the 
philosophical problem of the nature of intuition, by providing a technological model, an 
artificial brain, which yields true statements, neither being able to explain how it did so, nor 
having an examinable truth-yielding process. Further comment on AI and the philosophical 
problem of intuition is out of the scope of this paper. 

 2.2.3 A parenthetical question: yes, but are black boxes really black boxes? The 
published literature does not end with the conclusion, “ANNs are black boxes”, and all 
researchers simply agreeing to this. Many engineers have proposed ways of shedding light 
inside ANNs. We will consider only a few here, that are relevant to EM applications, looking 
closely at one – Google’s Deep Dream – and then briefly mentioning two others. Each focuses 
                                                 
9 This is not to say that ANNs only think humanly. Back-propagation, for example, does not seem to be a feature 
of human brains. 
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on a different part of ANN processing: the first on the actual internal states of the ANN, the 
second on its inputs, and the third on its internal logic. We will consider, in particular, what 
these solutions might look like in the context of the Chest Pain Problem. 
 First, internal states. Google has been working on visualizing black box processing, 
through the Deep Dream project. Researchers there took an image-recognition ANN and ran it 
in reverse. They started with the output image, and, in a process similar to back-propagation, 
kept weights constant but adjusted inputs. 
 

One way to visualize what goes on is to turn the network upside down and ask 
it to enhance an input image in such a way as to elicit a particular interpretation. 
Say you want to know what sort of image would result in “Banana.” Start with 
an image full of random noise, then gradually tweak the image towards what 
the neural net considers a banana. … By itself, that doesn’t work very well, but 
it does if we impose a prior constraint that the image should have similar 
statistics to natural images, such as neighboring pixels needing to be 
correlated. … So here’s one surprise: neural networks that were trained to 
discriminate between different kinds of images have quite a bit of the 
information needed to generate images too (Mordvintsev, 2015). 
 

 
 
Note that this representation of a banana has other, non-banana elements, for example, the 
purple window-shaped artifacts. These Deep Dream results suggest that in ANN image 
recognition, the computer does not have a perfect internal notion10 of what an object looks like, 
even when trained with millions of images. If you asked a child to draw a banana, what he 
typically draws would be much closer to a recognizable banana than what Google’s AI 
“imagines”. This fact does not bode well for anyone trying to use Deep Dream images to show 
that ANNs think exactly like humans do. Here are a few more Deep Dream representations of 
objects: 
 

                                                 
10 Talking about a computer having, for example. a “notion”, “thinking”, or “imagining” things, is 
anthropomorphizing the machine. I use these words somewhat loosely in this part of the essay, partially because 
we do not really have terminology to replace them that is understandable to the lay reader. I run a risk, however, 
using such words, because it is very important, for our ethical analysis, not to blur the definitions between a human 
and an AI agent. I therefore ask the reader to keep in mind that these words – used here – are metaphorical. 

Figure 4. Google Deep Dream internal ANN representation of a banana  
(Mordvintsev, 2015). 
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The starfish-image looks quite a bit like starfish; the measuring cup-image, less like a 
measuring cup. 
 Following Deep Dream’s results, we can conclude the following: if a doctor could look 
inside an ANN analyzing a CT brain scan in an ED to determine whether stroke or hemorrhage 
has occurred, the images she sees might not resemble stroke or hemorrhage as they traditionally 
appear in normal clinical scan evaluations.11 She may see a profound illustration of the AI’s 
logical processes, but at the same time also end up with data for which she would have no 
obvious practical use. Alternately, in the Chest Pain Problem, when you look inside the AI, 
you might see a word-number-image mush of various clinical notes, test results, and rather 
strange pictures from medical imaging in mid-analysis. You can see that the computer is 
processing various items related to the question of whether Oscar had a heart attack, but this 
processing may very well be, to you, gobbledygook. 
 Now to other attempts to understand the inner workings of black boxes. One type of 
solution is input-oriented: the ANN is reverse-engineered to display which input variables are 
the most important in its decision-making. For example, in image recognition, Stewart et al. 
(2018) have described a technique whereby “hot spots” are found, which correspond to the 
pixels in an image that have had the strongest effect on the workings of the neural network. 
Haugeland (1981, p. 247) points out the main problem with this kind of solution: it only gives 
us information about which inputs mattered, but not how they mattered to the AI. 
 

[I]nputs are only a subset of the premises: the rest remain hidden in the form of 
internal representations of the model … to believe that a heatmap, whether 
images or texts, is an explanation, is to incur in a fallacia non causae ut causae12 

 
So, for example, in the Chest Pain Problem, the hot spot solution might look like this: the 
computer tells you that the variables that most influenced its decision that Oscar had a heart 
attack were his blood pressure, results from an electrocardiogram given a month prior, and the 
fact that his father died of a heart attack at age 60. The computer cannot say why these variables 
are most important; only that they are. You may scratch your head trying to make sense of it. 
There is absolutely no guarantee that you will be able to figure out why the computer honed in 
on these particular variables. As we will discuss later, traditional evidence-based medical 
practice puts a strong emphasis on knowing the different weights of variables considered in a 
diagnostic or treatment decision. 

                                                 
11 Such an ANN, to recognize images of critical findings in brain injuries in an EM context, has been built by 
Lynch & Lyston (2018). 
12 “non-cause for cause fallacy”— mistaking something which is not a cause for a cause 

Figure 5. More Deep Dream internal representations of objects (ibid). 
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 The final example of a solution, to looking inside black boxes, attempts to describe the 
internal logic in words, a process known as rationalization. Rationalization involves a kind of 
translation from neural-network processing to human language descriptions of thinking. 
Voosen (2018) points to the work of computer-game theorist Mark Riedl, who programmed a 
neural network to play the 1980s video game Frogger, wherein the user manipulates a frog 
trying to cross a road without getting hit by passing cars, while navigating around boulders. 
Riedl trained the computer by having humans play the game alongside it, comment on their 
own decisions, and then “recorded those comments alongside the frog’s context in the game’s 
code: ‘Oh, there’s a car coming for me; I need to jump forward (para 18-19).’” Riedl then built 
a second neural network which translates between the human language and the code. He 
incorporated the translation network into his first neural network, such that the machine would 
actually verbalize its situation, for example: 

 
The game’s users had a positive emotional reaction to the AI’s narration. “[The rationalizing 
robot] was relatable,” said one. “He felt like a friend rather than a robot.” (ibid, p. 6)   
 Rationalization may indeed explain internal states and actions of AI in that – according 
to Reidl – it not only shows them, but describes, in words, why decisions were taken (Ehsan et 
al., 2017). A lot of the success of this endeavor hinges, perhaps surprisingly, on how accurate 
the human beings have been, during training, about their own reasons for their decisions. 
Whether a teenager is playing Frogger or a doctor is making a clinical decision, people often 
act first and only afterwards describe why. That description can be wrong – and if it is, then 
the computer will be mis-trained, and inaccurately verbalize its own reasoning.   
 There is another catch to rationalization: it only works for one kind of decision-making, 
namely sequential problems, in which one step follows another, quite literally in the case of 
Frogger.13 Researchers distinguish rationalization from interpretability, which is the ability of 
system to be explained that can handle any kind of problem, like image recognition, which is 
non-sequential and matches patterns (ibid, p. 1).  

                                                 
13 One might retort here that, from the standpoint of complexity theory, all problems can be reduced to a sequential 
problem – even if only of one step. I have actually not found a proof of this, but it is a point to take seriously. In 
the Frogger rationalization, it is quite clear that we are talking about multiple sequential steps, which humans can 
comprehend, describe, and distinguish as they play. However, futuristic attempts at rationalization could very well 
involve one AI translating from another AI (translating from another AI, etc.). If these AIs are sufficiently complex 
(like deep neural networks), a single step in the sequence might be nigh impossible to describe coherently in 
natural language. Rationalization as a means of insight may then, for all practical purposes, fail. 

Figure 6. Frogger verbalizing its internal processing. (Ehsan et al., 2017, p. 5) 
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 So, if you tried to build and train a rationalizing system for, say, Deep Dream, you 
would encounter the roadblock that the computer’s internal representations do not necessarily 
follow any sequential logic similar to a brain’s while it performs a similar task. To illustrate: 
you might ask a human how she knows there is a starfish in the picture, and she might respond, 
“well, I see a five-legged creature shaped like a star and pods on its hands.” The image 
recognition machine, however, may use a completely different set of pattern-recognition 
criteria to parse input and return “starfish”; there may be no similarity in meaning between the 
AI’s internal action-state and the human natural language utterance. 
 Therefore, a rationalizing tool could possibly be built for medical decision-making – 
but only sequential decisions, which make up a relatively small subset of protocols 
implemented on the fly in a time-sensitive EM environment. In the Chest Pain Problem, a 
doctor might be able to train a computer to rationalize a stepwise part of the diagnostic process. 
She might say, “high blood pressure is indicative of heart attack”, and the computer makes the 
same logical move somewhere in its code. Whenever it later spots that pattern in its code, the 
computer also verbalizes “high blood pressure is indicative of heart attack”. Futuristic scenarios 
may even be envisioned in which a computer doctor talks to a patient, as a human doctor does, 
perhaps also eliciting emotional reactions. It may even pass a Turing test. However, other 
clinical considerations in the Chest Pain problem, such as Oscar’s report of the sensation in his 
torso or your evaluation of his mental clarity, fit less obviously into any sequential decision-
making about whether a heart attack occurred. The Uppsala AI may therefore pose a problem 
of interpretability that rationalization could not solve. 

 2.2.4 Grey boxes. One takeaway from our observations about whether black boxes are 
really black boxes is there are indeed shades of opacity, or greyness. Even deep ANNs, the 
most prototypical black boxes, can be partially penetrated in different ways. The type of AI 
that inspired the Chest Pain Problem – Lindholm and Holzmann’s decision support system for 
chest pain – is known as Gradient Boosting, and although very complicated, its internal 
processing can be largely decoded (Natekin & Knoll, 2013, sec. 5). It, like an ANN analyzed 
by Deep Dream, hot spots, and rationalizing, is really more or less a grey box. 

 
input    more or less comprehensible     output 

 
 This leads to two points regarding our ethical analysis: 
 1) One option for an ethical guideline is to require AI builders to make their technology 
as transparent as possible. We will say much more about this. 
 2) The march of development of computers is relentless enough that as soon as we find 
a way to poke into the workings of one kind of AI, another might come along that is opaque 
again. As Bathaee (2018) opines – and it is perhaps a slightly intimidating idea – 
 

…it may be that as these networks become more complex, they become 
correspondingly less transparent and difficult to audit and analyze. Indeed, 
commentators have speculated that AI may eventually become significantly 
more intelligent than human beings, such that they will surpass the analytical 
abilities of humans altogether (p. 929). 
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Therefore, for our ethical analysis to be applicable to the future, it should proceed on the 
assumption that even with all the work there has been (and will be) to shed light into black 
boxes, fully black boxes in practice not only exist but may always exist (Müller & Bostrom, 
2014). 
 
2.3 Emergency medicine 
 
 EM is defined by the American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) as “the 
medical specialty dedicated to the diagnosis and treatment of unforeseen illness or injury 
(ACEP, 2015).” This definition will be sufficient for our purposes. Wrapped up in the 
description “unforeseen” is urgency; while there are unforeseen occurrences in all medical 
specialties, in EM the pathology is not just a surprise, but it requires more-or-less immediate 
attention. Although the public traditionally associates emergency rooms with EM, in fact, EM 
can be performed in places like ambulances, disaster sites, ICUs, and in telemedicine. Despite 
the formal definition of EM encompassing the concept of urgency, part of the daily practice of 
EM, particularly in EDs, involves not only urgent cases but also weeding through, for example, 
uninsured patients who show up at the ED without an emergency but who require some other 
kind of medical attention (e.g., immunizations, new eyeglasses), the ED being their only option 
for health care. This is particularly an issue in the United States, and an important factor in the 
development and implementation of triage support technology. 
 EM is an important subject of study, both generally and for AI black box ethics, because 
it constantly involves life-and-death decision-making. 
 
2.4 Ethical analysis 
 
 For our ethical analysis, we will be considering three different concerns with regards to 
the use of AI in EM. This is not a comprehensive list of ethical issues of AI in EM. It is meant 
to touch on many of the main themes, and hopefully will provoke more discussion about the 
topic. These concerns are a cluster of one or more questions related to a certain theme. Each 
concern will be reframed in the context of the Chest Pain Problem. The concerns, and their 
corresponding questions and Chest Pain Problem Variations are presented on the next page: 
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GENERAL CONCERN: QUESTIONS CHEST PAIN PROBLEM VARIATION 
A. Risk and consent:  
0. Under what circumstances should you trust a 
black box, particularly when you have a 
contradictory source of knowledge about the 
medical situation? 
 
1. Can a patient give informed consent when the 
decision is based on a black box’s output?  
 
2. Does a doctor assume that an incapable person 
would consent to using black box information, or 
not? 
 

 
0. Do you ask Oscar’s consent for the 
angioplasty? 
 
 
 
1. You are Oscar. Do you consent to the 
angioplasty? 
 
2. Oscar is unconscious. He cannot give consent. 
Do you go with the AI and operate? 

B. Privacy, agency, and culture:  
3. Does a health care provider’s right to be 
paternalistic towards patients increase with the 
patient’s relative lack of knowledge about how 
AI works? 
 
4. In what relevant way is a black box different 
from a non-communicative human? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. How much should we cap the information 
available to black boxes? 

 
3. If Oscar is a computer programmer (say, even 
an AI programmer), or from a hunter-gatherer 
tribe in a rainforest, how differently will he react 
to the black box? 
 
4. Imagine you had in Uppsala a brilliant, world-
famous doctor, whose cardiac diagnoses were 
94% correct, but spoke not a word of English, 
Swedish, or any other language you understand 
– and you did not have a translator nearby. He 
could only indicate whether or not he thought 
there was a heart attack with a thumbs up or 
thumbs down. How strongly would you take his 
word for things? 
 
5. The AI has gotten a hold of a Facebook 
message, intended by Oscar to be private but 
published unknown to him, in which he mentions 
he is a hypochondriac and sometimes fakes chest 
pain in order to see a doctor. The AI included this 
message in its analysis and judged that Oscar 
had not had a heart attack. Here the AI has taken 
a piece of information that Oscar did not intend 
to tell the doctor. Do we discard the AI’s result 
(assuming we know what it did) (and what if we 
don’t)? 

C. Fault: 
6. Whom do we assign blame when a black box 
fails? 

 
6. Suppose the AI turns out to be wrong based on 
further testing… and that Oscar has died during 
the angioplasty. Is it your fault for trusting the 
AI? The creator’s fault? The AI’s fault for being 
wrong? Or is fault distributed? 
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To orient our reasoning, we will draw on two established ethical codes, one for AI and one for 
EM. The AI code will be the Asilomar Principles, and the EM code will be that of ACEP. We 
will also draw from a white paper by the American Medical Informatics Association (AMIA). 
 Furthermore, we will enrich our analysis by using tests from the consequentialist and 
deontological normative ethical traditions. Virtue ethics will also make an appearance, but not 
in the same place as the other two approaches14; rather, we will deal with virtue ethics when 
concepts from the codes actually invoke a virtue (namely, prudence). There are, of course, 
other valuable traditions we could incorporate into this paper, such as ethics of care or 
phenomenological bioethics; but due to space limitations I will leave that analysis to future 
authors. Before beginning our analysis, we will say more about how we will use normative 
ethics.  

 2.4.1 The Asilomar Principles. The Asilomar Principles are perhaps the most 
influential code of ethics for artificial intelligence, having been adopted by government 
agencies such as the State of California (Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 215). The code 
was created at a conference of  AI researchers, economists, legal scholars, ethicists, and 
philosophers in Pacific Grove, California in January 2017 (FOL, 2017). There are 23 principles 
in all; I am going to choose five, which are particularly relevant to our concerns, presented here 
verbatim from the code.  

Safety: AI systems should be safe and secure throughout their operational 
lifetime, and verifiably so where applicable and feasible. 
 
Human Control: Humans should choose how and whether to delegate decisions 
to AI systems, to accomplish human-chosen objectives. 
 
Personal Privacy: People should have the right to access, manage and control 
the data they generate, given AI systems’ power to analyze and utilize that data. 
 
Failure Transparency: If an AI system causes harm, it should be possible to 
ascertain why. 
 
Responsibility: Designers and builders of advanced AI systems are stakeholders 
in the moral implications of their use, misuse, and actions, with a responsibility 
and opportunity to shape those implications (ibid). 

 
The relevance of these principles, if not clear already, will hopefully become clear during our 
analysis. 
 
 2.4.2. The Ethical Code of the American College of Emergency Physicians. ACEP’s 
Code of Ethics for Emergency Physicians was most recently revised in 2017. It is a detailed 

                                                 
14 I will be referring to deontology, consequentialism, and virtue ethics as “traditions” or, following Baron (1997, 
p. 4) “approaches”, rather than “theories”, as they are sometimes called. I do this because, firstly, I think Baron 
argues convincingly that they are not all necessarily theories; and secondly, because the words “traditions” or 
“approaches” emphasize that they are collections of ways of thinking, proposed by many different philosophers 
in dialogue over the centuries, rather than single over-arching descriptions of morality whose essentials have been 
agreed upon and unchanging over time. 
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(14 page) document, but for the moment, we can pick out certain concepts from it that will be 
useful to analyzing black box ethics, again verbatim from the code. 
 

Maintaining Knowledge and Skills: Emergency physicians shall engage in 
ongoing study to maintain the knowledge and skills necessary to provide high 
quality care for emergency patients. 
 
Informed Consent/Patient Autonomy: Emergency physicians shall 
communicate truthfully with patients and secure their informed consent for 
treatment, unless the urgency of the patient's condition demands an immediate 
response or another established exception to obtaining informed consent 
applies. 
 
Quick Action: there is a presumption for quick action guided by predetermined 
treatment protocols. 
 
Impartiality: giving emergency patients an unconditional positive regard and 
treating them in an unbiased, unprejudiced way (American College of 
Emergency Physicians, 2017) 

 
Other concepts from the code, such as beneficence and non-maleficence, will also play a role 
in our analysis. 
 Neither the Asilomar Principles nor the ACEP code are the final word on ethics in their 
respective domains. The Asilomar Principles, in particular, have faced recent criticism (Pham, 
2018). In this essay, we are not assuming these codes to be an unshakable ethical foundation 
for our analysis. Rather, we are mining these codes for concepts to help inform our original 
thinking. 

 2.4.3 A Roadmap for National Action on Clinical Decision Support. There is one 
more document which lays down guidelines on the use of AI in medicine. It is not an ethical 
code, but it contains ideas that will be useful to developing guidelines for the specific use of 
black boxes in EM. It is A Roadmap for National Action on Clinical Decision Support, a white 
paper approved in 2007 by the Board of Directors of the AMIA. It defines three “pillars” for 
the development of computing to help health care professionals in the clinic, again presented 
verbatim: 

Best Knowledge Available When Needed: the best available clinical knowledge is well 
organized, accessible to all, and written, stored and transmitted in a format that makes 
it easy to build and deploy CDS [clinical decision support] interventions that deliver 
the knowledge into the decision making process 
 
High Adoption and Effective Use: CDS tools are widely implemented, extensively 
used, and produce significant clinical value while making financial and operational 
sense to their end-users and purchasers 
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Continuous Improvement of Knowledge and CDS Methods: both CDS interventions 
and clinical knowledge undergo continuous improvement based on feedback, 
experience, and data that are easy to aggregate, assess, and apply (Osheroff, 2007) 

 
One of the key points, of the AMIA document, found repeatedly in the literature, is that there 
is a broad consensus that ideally, computers and humans would work side-by-side in medicine, 
complementing each other. There is an “overarching notion that clinical decision support paired 
with provider intuition can lead to improved and more consistent (less variable) decision-
making than either alone. (Levin et al., 2018, p. 572) [emphasis mine]” I emphasize the word 
“intuition” here because medical professionals’ intuitions – as opposed to proven knowledge -
- will be a factor in our ethical analysis. 

 2.4.4 Normative testing. The consequentialist and deontological analyses will play the 
role, in this paper, of a rough test of each proposed guideline. That is to say, these analyses are 
intended to answer the question: would this guideline be generally ethically permitted within 
these two main approaches? 
 Now, within each class there are endless versions, and wide debate about which one is 
correct. For example, in deontology we have agent-centered and patient-centered proposals 
(Alexander & Moore, 2016); in consequentialism, act-consequentialism and rule-
consequentialism (Baron et al., 1997, p. 7). I am not going to choose a particular version of 
either consequentialism or deontology. There are three reasons for this:  
 

1) I am not personally convinced of the absolute correctness of any version. 
 
2) Different versions offer different toolsets for evaluating our guidelines. For 
example, in deontology, we will in one case apply the categorical imperative’s 
Formula of Humanity (act in such a way that you treat humanity, whether in 
your own person or in the person of any other, never merely as a means to an 
end, but always at the same time as an end) and in another case, the Kingdom 
of Ends (a rational being must always regard himself as giving laws either as 
member or as sovereign in a kingdom of ends which is rendered possible by the 
freedom of will.)15 (Kant & Gregor, 1997).  
 
3) Reasonable thinkers (prominently, Parfit (2011)) have claimed that, in 
practical ethics, consequentialist and deontological analyses converge on 
similar conclusions. I will not argue here theoretically that this is, or is not, true. 
(I have no opinion.) However, I can say that in earlier drafts of this paper, I did 
find convergences when trying to apply both approaches to a single guideline. 

 
So, we will self-consciously take a patchwork approach towards our normative analysis. Each 
tradition is like a prism, which we rotate throughout this paper, shedding a different shade of 
light on the rightness (or, potentially, wrongness) of any given guideline. We will not 
evaluate each guideline both with consequentialism and deontology. Rather, we will use one 
or the other, or in Variation 3, both.  

                                                 
15 Formally speaking, the Formula of Humanity and Kingdom of Ends are according to Kant two ways of stating 
the same concept (the categorical imperative). When I use these two at different times, I am not intending to imply 
that they represent different criteria against which we are testing the ethical acceptability of the guidelines. Rather, 
what is useful about the different formulations is that each provides a language better suited to evaluating one 
guideline over the other. 
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3. Analysis 

 The structure of our analysis is similar to the method implemented by Kamm in her 
own bioethical writings. We will explore various facets of black box AI EM ethics by tweaking 
the thought experiment to highlight our moral intuitive responses to them and exploring the 
new challenges the Variations pose. Kamm (1992, p. 8), in her book on the ethics of abortion, 
explains why the thought-experiment variation approach is useful in isolating specific 
concerns: 

The fact that these cases are hypothetical and often fantastic distinguishes this 
enterprise from straightforward applied ethics, in which the primary aim is to 
give definite answers to real-life dilemmas. Real-life cases often do not contain 
the relevant – or solely the relevant – characteristics to help in our search for 
principles. If our aim is to discover the relative weight of, say, two factors, we 
should consider them alone, perhaps artificially, rather than distract ourselves 
with other factors and options. 
 

This approach is particularly suitable to analyzing AI because future implementations of the 
technology may indeed seem fantastical (and be only hypothetical) right now. A clinical AI 
which, for example, mines Facebook for information on a patient, or speaks with a patient in 
natural language like a doctor, will require some years before actually being available in clinics. 
Nonetheless, for this paper to remain robust and applicable for a long period of time, it needs 
to be able to address future as well as current versions of EM AI.  

 Therefore, we will structure our analysis of each concern in the following manner: 
 
1) We will look at a Variation of the Chest Pain Problem relevant to that concern. 
2) We will explain how that Variation raises a more general ethical question about black 

boxes in EM. 
3) We will use concepts from the ethical codes to analyze the Variation. 
4) We will see how that analysis sheds light on possible answers to the more general 

question, and then see what general applied ethical guideline we can draw from that 
analysis about black box EM use. (The guideline will appear in bold.) 

5) We will test that guideline against normative analysis.  
6) We will repeat this for each Variation. 

 
When we have done this for all three concerns, we should have a well-rounded and deeply 
analyzed presentation of many ethical issues involved in AI black box use in EM. We should 
also have built a set of guidelines for the use of black box AI in EM. These will be summarized 
in the Results section. My purpose in presenting these guidelines is not to find a permanent 
solution to all the ethical questions raised by EM black boxes, but rather to propose some 
general and almost certainly debatable advice, that will spur further conversation on the topic. 

3.1 Concern A: Consent 

 We now return to our original Chest Pain Problem. 
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3.1.1 Variation 0. You tell Oscar, “I’m quite sure you’ve had a heart attack.” 
Oscar asks, “How do you know?” 

 You answer, “An artificially-intelligent computer program, which rarely makes 
mistakes, told me so.” Oscar looks confused. 

Do you then ask his consent to perform the angioplasty? 
 
 At first, this may seem like a typical quantitative risk comparison problem – and an 
unsolvable one. Let us consider why. The AI has a 94% chance of being right; the Troponin T 
test, an 88% chance. If you go with the AI’s recommendation, and perform the angioplasty, the 
patient has a 3% chance of dying. If you don’t go with the AI, and leave Oscar just being 
monitored, then he is at risk of developing much more serious heart damage. Therefore: 
 
 Choice 1: assess only with the Troponin T test, do not perform angioplasty 
  88% chance you have the right diagnosis – no negative consequences for patient 
  12% chance you do not have the right diagnosis –  
   substantial but unknown % chance of further damage, possibly fatal 
 Choice 2: assess based on AI’s analysis (which has taken many variables, including 
 Troponin T, into account), do perform angioplasty 
  94% chance you have the right diagnosis –  
   3% chance of death for the patient during angioplasty 
   97% chance that patient is saved without further heart damage 
  6% chance you do not have the right diagnosis – unnecessary angioplasty (and 
  unnecessary 3% chance of death) 
 
To make this clearer, we can set it up as a simple matrix: 
 

 
 
No single statistical solution here points you towards the right course of action, because the 
chance of further damage in choice 1 is not known precisely. This type of scenario – in which 
the statistical probabilities of all options are not known – is very common in EM. Therefore, 
the kind of reasoning that EM professionals use in the clinic is unlike a BN. Sometimes it is a 
matter of doctors not knowing the probabilities, although they could look them up in medical 
literature. More often, however, there is simply no published probability, because each case is 
unique. If we could see inside the mind of a reasoning doctor, and diagram it a bit like a BN, it 
might look something like this: 

Oscar has had a 
heart attack 

Oscar has not 
had a heart attack 

Oscar receives 
an angioplasty 

Oscar does not 
receive an 
angioplasty 

Better 
outcome for 
Oscar 

Much better 
outcome for 
Oscar 

Worse 
outcome for 
Oscar 

Worse 
outcome for 
Oscar 
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In human medical reasoning, some factors have a quantitative probabilistic weight, but others 
just increase or decrease chances to an inexact degree. At the end of the process, a doctor might 
have an intuition – not a perfect, 100% provable plan – that one course of action is the best. In 
Oscar’s case, the actual quantitative chance of Oscar having had a heart attack would be 
dependent on dozens of factors, from the course his heart attack took, to full blood test results 
(including Troponin T), to his family history – things that the Uppsala AI probably takes into 
quantitative account, but human doctors cannot. (They rely on intuitions.) 

The fact that there is no statistical solution to this problem, at least for humans, is what 
makes it interesting to our analysis. You, as the doctor, have to make your choice based on 
other criteria. Let us consider three approaches you could take; all are reasonable, but I will 
argue that the second and third are more reasonable than the first. 

The first is that you might simply base your decision on the Troponin T test, and ignore 
the black box. This is because you might have some kind of instinct to believe the Troponin T 
test. You might feel that there is something more valuable about the knowledge gained by the 
Troponin T test, than that of the AI. To illustrate this: imagine that instead of the T test, we had 
two AIs. One AI has an accuracy rate of 88% and said there was no heart attack. Another has 
an accuracy rate of 94% and said there was a heart attack. So, now should we go with the 94% 
computer? Maybe, but since we do not know what factors each AI was considering, the problem 
might feel much more out of our control. With only the Troponin T test, we may feel more in 
control, because we know the biological mechanism behind it (namely, that Troponin T builds 
in the blood because it escapes from heart muscle when it is damaged).16 

The second approach is that you might say to yourself, “hm, maybe the AI has a point. 
Let me check this out further.” You might then go back and look at other test results, or order 
more tests, so as to be surer before you make a decision. Every second counts in cases of severe 
chest pain, and in the absence of the black box, you might make a quicker decision. However, 
                                                 
16 It is worth noting here that AI is not the only black box in medicine. There are many medications, for example, whose 
mechanism of action is completely unknown. Lewis (2016) quotes chemist Peter Imming, “’If we threw out all the drugs for 
which we do not know the molecular mechanisms, we wouldn’t be left with a lot.’” (para. 2) More on this point later. 
 

Should I 
perform the 
angioplasty? 

Troponin 
T is 
negative 
(88% 
chance of 
being 
right) 

Hypertensive 
(increases the 
chance it was 
heart attack) 

No history of 
heart disease 
(decreases the 
chance) 

Black box 
is positive 
(94% 
chance of 
being 
right) 

Yes? (3% 
chance of death) 
Maybe? (further 
investigation) 

Figure 7. An attempt to depict a human doctor’s thinking about a medical decision. 

No? (unknown 
chance of further 

damage) 
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you may decide that the contradiction between the Troponin T test and AI results is best 
handled by gathering more information on the patient – even if you add risk to the situation by 
taking more time. There is no guarantee that more information will clarify the situation; as we 
pointed out, chest pain is notoriously difficult to diagnose. 

The third approach is that you may simply suppress your analog medical instincts, so 
to speak, and decide to trust the AI. You know this much: it is right 94% of the time. You might 
think, “even if I seek out more information, I may not know, nor have any reason to believe, 
that I have then reached a 94% chance of being right.” Unable to quantify your own medical 
expertise – despite 30 years’ experience – you decide that with all the evidence taken on 
balance, the AI is a more reliable decision-maker here than you are. 
 This all raises the general question: under what circumstances should you trust a black 
box, particularly when you have a contradictory source of knowledge about the medical 
situation? 
 One way to start analyzing this question – and this Variation of the Chest Pain Problem 
– is by considering the concept of quick action, from the ACEP ethical code. It tells us “there 
is a presumption for quick action guided by predetermined treatment protocols.” This would 
support option one or three. As for option two, the imperative to quick action immediately 
threatens – but does not kill – the choice to take time to confirm the black box’s 
recommendation. Running more tests might waste valuable time, but if there is a protocol for 
them, they do not violate the rule. On the other hand, the great utility of AI is its ability to act 
quickly. One extreme example of AI’s speed superiority to humans is an application by the 
University of California Irvine’s Center for Artificial Intelligence in Diagnostic Medicine 
which analyzes CT scans for cerebral hemorrhages. UCI reports that the AI completes its task 
in 20 seconds, “a task that often takes more than an hour in busy emergency department 
settings. (Ucihealth.org, 2018)” The AI is thousands of times faster than a human. 
 If we really have a tool which can generate recommendations with 90%+ certainty so 
quickly, in life-and-death situations, is there not an ethical imperative for the human to take 
that tool seriously? My question is rhetorical, and some commentators have also suggested the 
answer is yes. Luxton (2019), writing about IBM’s Watson AI, surmises that: 
 

[g]iven the amount and complexity of patient data, physicians would be remiss 
not to consult intelligent systems such as Watson. In the future, it may very well 
be considered unethical… not to consult Watson or intelligent systems like it 
for a second opinion (para. 10) [emphasis mine] 

 
I have emphasized the phrase “for a second opinion” for two reasons. First, because it reflects 
common thinking that AI can never be a first and only “opinion”. Many commentators believe 
that a human doctor should figure out the basic facts of a case, and devise some kind of 
description of it, before having a black box process that case. I actually think this is sometimes 
asking more than necessary. I find nothing objectionable – in some cases – to a computer 
having the first “opinion”, and the doctor, the second. An example is tumor image recognition. 
An AI might find a tumor in an image, and then the doctor looks at it herself and decides, yes, 
indeed, there is a tumor in that image. The order of “opinions” does not matter here. It is 
crucial, however, that a doctor using a black box for a first “opinion” not fall into either of two 
traps: 
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1) taking the AI’s conclusion as a piece of evidence for the doctor’s own clinical 
opinion; the AI bases its conclusions on real-life evidence, but its conclusion is 
not itself evidence (a sort of petitio principii in medical reasoning) 
 
2) the cognitive bias sometimes referred to as the “irrational primacy effect” 
(Breakwell, 2014, p.109), wherein the doctor lets the AI’s early opinion 
influence her own search for evidence, or she tries to confirm or deny the AI’s 
opinion rather than independently reach a conclusion from facts she herself 
gathers 

 
I will call these errors letting the black box have undue influence on the clinician. They are not 
easy to overcome; humans fall naturally into fallacious reasoning and cognitive biases. A good 
education in evidence-based medicine insists that clinicians be strict with themselves about 
following scientific protocol. Future medical education may have to include specific training 
with black boxes to prevent undue influence. Some clinicians many simply be unable to avoid 
it; they then, perhaps, should not use black boxes. 
 Also: in very urgent situations, in which a doctor is completely confused about a case, 
but a reliable AI does have an analysis, it may be morally permissible to simply act on the AI’s 
“opinion”. The reason for this is obvious: when some action must be taken but no human has 
an idea what action that is, there is a better chance in saving the patient if the human acts on 
the AI’s conclusion than not acting at all. This could also be a good learning opportunity for a 
physician, if she can later figure out the AI’s reasoning, either by analyzing the case at her 
leisure, or if the AI is transparent enough. AI first “opinions” could also be of further use in 
making immediate judgments when a medical professional is not physically present, say, at 
medical emergency telephone hotlines. So, as for whether a clinician should run tests to check 
an AI’s output (option 3 above): it is a judgment call based on how urgent the case is and how 
dire the patient’s prognosis if the extra time is taken. This suggestion is given further backing 
by the AMIA’s call for best available knowledge when needed. 
 The second reason that I emphasized “for a second opinion” (and that I continue using 
scare quotes around the word “opinion”) is because this phrase anthropomorphizes the AI; it 
suggests that computers have opinions. There may be a utility, I will argue later, in thinking of 
the black box as a person. However, we will have to be very careful about definitions there.  
 From this analysis of this Variation of the Chest Pain Problem, we can propose the 
following guideline for black box AI use in EM: assuming the black box’s speed is 
instantaneous relative to the regular speed of operations of a clinical case (that is, it causes only 
negligible delay with regards to any effect on patient outcome)…  
 

Guideline 0: An EM clinician should use any available well-trained17 black 
box, and incorporate its output into his analysis, provided that he is not 
unduly influenced by that output into mis-analyzing the case.  

 
He should conversely suppress any feelings to ignore the black box because he does not 
understand its internal operations. 

                                                 
17 By ”well-trained” I mean an AI whose success rate we know, and is high enough to make the clinician rethink 
his decision should the outcome conflict with it. 
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 How does this guideline hold up to normative analysis? Here we will consider 
consequentialism. A consequentialist’s main concern is the outcome of the principle. He would 
want to know whether following the principle would yield better consequences versus not 
following it. Let us assume that the black box is used responsibly; that is, its influence is 
weighted appropriately to its success rate.  
 There is at least one case in which it could yield negative consequences. The technology 
might frighten the patient to the point of non-compliance. Schiff and Borenstein (2019) write 
that “a sizeable proportion of the public has uneasiness about medical AI (para. 10).” A 2017 
survey, conducted by YouGov on behalf of PricewaterhouseCoopers, of 12,000 people across 
Europe, the Middle East, and Africa found that 38% would be unwilling to “engage with AI 
and robotics for their healthcare needs (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2017).” There was no data 
on whether respondents had information about success rates. However, there were huge 
variations between countries, with 94% and 85% of Nigerian and Turkish respondents, versus 
41% and 39% of German and British respondents, saying they were willing to engage. Later 
on, we will explore the option of letting patients refuse to let black box results be taken into 
account by their health care practitioners.  
 Patient anxiety, however, is a regular feature of clinical life. A number of studies, 
compiled by Bailey (2010), have shown that a major cause of patient anxiety in hospitals is 
lack of information about how they are being handled. Patient anxiety mitigation is a goal of 
many clinics (ibid). It is the admittedly very limited experience of the author working in an ED 
that patient anxiety is rarely if ever actually used as a justification to change basic treatment 
protocols, except, perhaps, in psychiatric cases. In current EM practice, the negative 
consequences of patient anxiety about the clinical process (say, imminent surgery) are 
generally seen as greatly outweighed by the clinical process itself – and a powerful, helpful AI 
might fit into this clinical process. I will stop the consequentialist analysis here: to refuse black 
boxes a place in EM because they might make patients anxious would be to upend the entire 
decades-long culture of emergency settings. We might also note that patient anxiety about lack 
of information could be considerably reduced if an AI were built with rationalization (more 
advanced than the Frogger example – which, we recall, already provoked positive emotions) 
to verbalize to patients its internal logical states. We will have more to say about this in 
Variation 3. 
  
 3.1.1 Variation 1. Or: you are the patient. Do you give consent? 
 
 As Oscar, you have even less information than the doctor. What you have in front of 
you is a major claim about your health – that you have had a heart attack – defended on the 
grounds that a very smart machine said it was true. Furthermore, the doctor has changed his 
mind. At first, after the Troponin T test, he said you had no heart attack. Then, after the 
computer appeared and he consulted it, he said you did have a heart attack. I actually wrote the 
story this way for a bit of dramatic effect; I wanted you, the reader, to experience the AI in the 
way that many real doctors do, in real clinics. In my personal experience with EM 
professionals, I have seen that even the most dedicated cannot keep themselves totally updated 
on all technological developments in their field. AI, therefore, can pop up without a doctor 
expecting it, and certainly without knowing how it works. Colleagues’ enthusiasm for this AI 
can be great, and the pressure to use it both intense and applied by management. All this 
suddenness adds to a certain mystery and inscrutability surrounding black boxes. 
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 However, let us now remove that dramatic effect, and take perhaps a more generous 
example: there is no change of mind on the doctor’s part. He simply tells you from the 
beginning: “I believe you have had a heart attack because a very smart AI told me so. My own 
test contradicts this, but the computer is better at diagnosing heart attacks than I am.” You, now 
the patient, feel like you are sorely lacking information; on what grounds can you base your 
decision whether or not to consent to the angioplasty?   
 Let us put aside options for you to ask the doctor more questions about, say, the 
symptoms of heart attacks, how Troponin T and myocardial necrosis work, or what the black 
box’s inputs were. We ignore these here in order to highlight a general question: can you give 
informed consent when the decision is based solely on a black box’s output? Indeed, a concept, 
from the ACEP code, that applies here, is informed consent/patient autonomy. This is 
elucidated above: 
 

Emergency physicians shall communicate truthfully with patients and secure 
their informed consent for treatment, unless the urgency of the patient's 
condition demands an immediate response or another established exception to 
obtaining informed consent applies 

 
This statement, however, does not define “informed consent”. 
 One way to approach this problem, then, is to dive deeply into the elements of informed 
consent. It is actually a concept about which much has been written and debated, and numerous 
theories of informed consent have been proposed. Because we need a starting point, I am going 
to choose the five-element definition that Beauchamp and Childress (2013) say “legal, 
regulatory, philosophical, medical, and psychological literatures tend to favor.” (p. 214) 
 

Competence 
Voluntariness 
Disclosure 
Understanding 
[Consent] 
 

All five of these elements must be fulfilled in order to have informed consent. I have bracketed 
[Consent] because that only amounts to Oscar deciding and authorizing one plan or another. 
The other four elements, however, are more complex. We will move through them one-by-one, 
and ask whether they are fulfilled for Oscar.  
 First, competence. Competence itself has a number of elements (ibid, p. 118), but the 
one that matters to Oscar’s situation is whether he has the ability to understand the relevant 
information in his case – and yes, he has that ability. He can understand the role that the 
Troponin T test, his medical history, and his hypertension all play in his diagnosis. He also can 
understand the statement, “an AI with a 94% success rate says you had a heart attack.” All the 
reasoning the doctor uses can be understood by Oscar. The reasoning of the black box, of 
course, cannot be understood by Oscar – but also not by the doctor, or any human. To argue 
that Oscar is incompetent because he cannot see inside the black box would be to imply the 
absurdity that the doctor is also too incompetent to consult the black box. 
 Second, voluntariness. A person “acts voluntarily if he or she wills the action without 
being under the control of another person or condition (ibid, p. 138).” In our scenario, the 
doctor is not using coercion, appeals to emotion, or manipulation (three unacceptable forms of 
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control) (ibid, p. 138-9) to convince Oscar to have the angioplasty. Oscar’s decision is therefore 
voluntary. 
 Third, disclosure. Crucial here is the “reasonable practice standard”, which states that 
“whether information is pertinent or material is to be measured by the significance a reasonable 
person would attach to it in deciding whether to undergo a procedure (ibid, p. 126).” The issue 
here, Beauchamp and Childress point out, is that there is no consensus on the definition of 
material information and reasonable person. Black boxes present a dearth of material 
information. All we know is their inputs and outputs. Is that enough for a reasonable person? 
We have been (and will continue to be) circling around this question in this entire essay. My 
own intuition is that yes, it is enough information to know the black box’s output, as long as 
we know its success rate. That is to say, if a computer tells me that I had a heart attack, and I 
know the computer is right 94% of the time, that is enough information for me to make a 
reasonable decision on whether or not to undergo the angioplasty. However, my intuition 
differs greatly from that of other people. I am a cognitive science student who works with 
computers every day and understands AI architecture. I have a natural tendency to trust black 
boxes – at least, relative to, say, perhaps, a hunter-gatherer who has never used electricity, or 
an 80-year-old, who is frightened even of using a computer to send emails and may be very 
concerned about any doctor who turns diagnostic authority over to an unfeeling machine. 
“Reasonable” is relative to the understanding of the patient.  
 So, the fourth, understanding, is to be distinguished from competence in that we are 
emphasizing not whether Oscar has the ability to understand, but if he actually does understand. 
There may very well be a knowledge gap, not due to the black box’s opacity, but in the degree 
to which the doctor and the patient are familiar with how AI works. This can be illustrated if 
we look at the way the doctor speaks to Oscar in our Chest Pain Problem: 
  

 Oscar asks, “How do you know?” 
 You answer, “An artificially-intelligent computer program, which rarely makes 
mistakes, told me so.” 

 
This wording by the doctor may sound like something someone would say in real life. 
However, when we reflect upon it, we realize it does Oscar a disservice. It does not state the 
exact success rate of the AI (94%), and it does not describe at all the kind of processing 
involved – a neural network, say, or gradient boosting. Now, Oscar might not know at all what 
neural networks or gradient boosting are; but perhaps this is, in fact, the problem. A patient’s 
confusion or anxiety about AI may very well be due to his unfamiliarity with it. Oscar may 
never understand the internal states of the black box, but if he knows something about its 
engineering architecture, he may be more amenable to trusting it. It may also be reassuring to 
Oscar to know that black boxes are impossible not only for him but also the doctor to 
understand, so that Oscar is in the same epistemic situation as everyone else. 
 Therefore, from the analysis of this Variation we can propose the following principle 
for black box AI use in EM: 
 

Guideline 1: The public should be educated with basic knowledge about 
black boxes (including EM black boxes). 

 
This education can take place at bedside, or, probably more practically, somewhere else before 
a patient has a medical emergency – for example, in school. We want to respect quick action 
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and not slow down the clinical process while we teach a patient what a neural network is. This 
is important also because we all will almost certainly be interacting more and more with black 
boxes in everyday life. 
 Of course, this guideline raises the question: what basic knowledge? I do not propose a 
single curriculum that would apply to all publics everywhere. As we will discuss later, the 
introduction of black box technology must be tempered to cultural context. The knowledge 
base should certainly, however, include the following pieces of information; these five 
statements encapsulate the absolute minimum amount of information a person needs in order 
to understand all the ethical guidelines proposed in this paper, which is a starting point for a 
standard. 
 

 1) that black boxes are computers typically modeled after human brains, 
and work in a way similar to human brains 
 2) that black boxes are trained by humans to achieve goals, for example, 
to determine whether a patient had a heart attack or whether a tumor is present 
in an image 
 3) that black boxes are reliable at their given success rate, and that 
success rate can be delivered to the patient 
 4) that black boxes draw their conclusions from inputs, which the 
clinician knows and can tell the patient (even if the clinician may not know the 
relative weights of those inputs in the black box’s processing) 
 5) that clinicians do not know any better than patients the internal 
workings of a black box, but that black boxes can be in shades of grey 

 
 For our normative evaluation of guideline 1, let us draw from deontology. The tradition 
often instructs us never to use a person as a mere means, but always as an end – this is the 
Formula of Humanity (Kant & Gregor, 1997). If the public were educated on the basics of 
black boxes, is there any threat that anyone will be used as a means and not an end? 
 There are people who oppose the use of medical technologies of all sorts. Widely cited 
examples are religious groups, such as Christian Scientists (LaMotte, 2018), who sometimes 
refuse medical intervention across-the-board. However, many individuals oppose certain 
particular treatments, such as blood transfusions or heart transplants. Applying the principle of 
generosity to this opposition means assuming that it is borne out of free, conscientious moral 
reasoning. To force such individuals to undergo treatment – at least under some interpretations 
of Kant – would be to deny their ability to take moral action and thus use them as means rather 
than ends. 
 This raises the prickly problem of paternalism and religious refusal of medical 
treatment. I do not presume in this paper to solve it. The most useful thing we can do here is to 
skirt the issue by insisting that education about black boxes should always be divorced from 
coercion to use black boxes. The knowledge base should be presented factually and impartially, 
so that individuals can adopt it into their own rational deliberation about how they believe 
medical decisions should be made. 
 Will there be individuals who, through free moral reasoning, believe non-coercive 
education itself to be unacceptable? I would argue that this is impossible. To believe such a 
thing would be to deny that members of the public should have the information they need to 
come to their own free, rational conclusion. This would be treating them merely as means; that 
is an impossible outcome of free moral reasoning. The thinking of these anti-education 
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individuals would therefore be self-contradictory. If there is a fear that this education is even 
unintentionally coercive, this problem could be solved by making sure that public education 
includes arguments against using black boxes18. 
 
 3.1.3 Variation 2. Oscar arrives unconscious. He cannot give consent. No surrogate 
decision-makers are there to make decisions on his behalf.  Do you go with the AI and operate? 
 
 Now, the question of Oscar’s immediately verbalized consent is moot; as is often the 
case in EM settings, the doctor takes on a fiduciary role vis-à-vis the patient because of time 
and communication constraints. In this example, I would like to ignore the impact that Oscar’s 
unconsciousness might have on the actual clinical reasoning. Obviously, it would be a sign that 
his condition is worse than otherwise. Outside of emergency situations, when a patient is 
unconscious the professional standard is to prioritize bringing him to consciousness so that he 
can consent to any further treatment. Absent the ability to do so, in the United States, physicians 
are instructed to consult substitute decision-makers such as family (Applebaum, 2007, p. 1838). 
Other jurisdictions have different policies. Of course, one thing that makes EM so ethically 
challenging is that often, there is no time to follow such rules. 
 So, the more general question is: does a doctor assume that an incapable person would 
consent to using black box information, or not? 
 A concept, from the Asilomar code, that applies here is human control. “Humans should 
choose how and whether to delegate decisions to AI systems, to accomplish human-chosen 
objectives.” This raises the question: which humans? The principle of patient autonomy would 
imply that in medical decisions, it should be the patient. In case of her incapacity and lack of 
surrogate decision-makers, the doctor could make his best guess based on the reasonable 
person standard, which is found in some legal jurisdictions (Beauchamp & Childress, 2013, p. 
126). Unfortunately, this is of little use to us, because, as we saw in the 
PricewaterhouseCoopers study, right now patient willingness to be treated by AI varies wildly. 
Cultural norms that might indicate a reasonable person’s wishes simply do not exist. 
 As regards autonomy, we have, in this Variation, no information to go on. We need to 
make a decision, however. The principle of beneficence still applies, and offers a simple, 
perhaps simplistic, solution: if you, the doctor, believe that the black box points to the patient’s 
best medical benefit, then you should use it. 
 This solution is obviously unsatisfying. What do we do if Oscar awakes, and is upset 
that you used a technology which he finds suspect? Worse yet, what do you do if Oscar dies, 
and his family members say they would have discarded the black box’s findings? We will touch 
on such problems in Concern 3, fault. 
 For the moment, though, we can say that if we knew Oscar’s opinion on AI treatment 
despite the fact that he was unconscious, we would have a clear roadmap for our decisions and 
be able to respect the principle of patient autonomy. Therefore, we can propose the following 
guideline for black box AI use in EM:  
 

Guideline 2: Ideally, as an advanced health care directive (sometimes called 
a living will), persons would have the option to state whether or not they 
would permit a black box to play a role in their EM decisions when unable 
to give consent themselves.  

                                                 
18 and then, perhaps for the sake of fairness, arguments for using black boxes 
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AI, and perhaps superintelligence (AI much more intelligent than the most intelligent human), 
are increasingly likely to start playing a role in our day-to-day lives. Therefore, it may not only 
be in the field of medicine that we may wish to declare publicly the degree we want opaque AI 
to inform decisions, made by others, that may affect our health and well-being.  
 Now to our normative analysis. Consequentialism presents two challenges to this 
guideline. One is a general opposition to living wills. The other is a potentially absurd 
consequence if this guideline were implemented. 
 The first challenge comes from Ryan (1996). He presents a powerful argument against 
living wills, which “hinges on the notion that people are likely grossly to under-estimate their 
desire to have medical intervention should they become ill (p. 96)”. The correlate to this idea 
in our example is that people are likely to underestimate the extent to which they would put 
their faith in a future black box, should their lives be on the line. The consequence may be that 
“large number of people are dying when they would not have wanted to” (p. 97). 
 My response to Ryan is that advance directives about black boxes should be different 
from traditional living wills. The practitioners who write black box directives – most likely 
lawyers – should have a pre-signature protocol which includes a dialogue about how precisely 
black boxes are used in various EM situations. The protocol should also explicitly state that 
people have this tendency toward underestimation. Such a protocol would hopefully provoke 
adequate reflection, in the future patient, which overcomes the inadequacies identified by Ryan. 
Furthermore, because AI technology is advancing so quickly, a person should have the option 
to easily update his advance directive, should a technology which seems to be odious in one 
era of a person’s life appear promising in another. 
 The second challenge is that if we start issuing advance directives about black boxes, 
then a consequence might be that we set a precedent such that any inscrutable medical 
technology ends up being subject to patient pre-approval. As we pointed out in footnote 16, AI 
is not the only medical technology whose workings can be unknown to us. For example, lithium 
(used to treat bipolar disorder), paracetamol (a painkiller), and modafinil (an anti-narcoleptic) 
all have mechanisms of action poorly understood by biomedical researchers (Lewis, 2016). 
Currently, patients do not write advance directives on the use of these medications. What 
separates them from a black box? Could we end up in an absurd situation in which future 
patients are writing advance directives about all sorts of treatments, crippling doctor’s options? 
 The key difference is that black boxes can be applied generally to many different kinds 
of medical situations, compared to individual medicinal compounds. ANNs can be trained with 
an almost unlimited variety of inputs as well as goals to obtain. In the future, black boxes are 
not going to appear in EDs only to inform diagnosis and treatment of one kind of pathology, 
such as chest pain or tumor recognition. ANNs are – still only in theory – broadly capable of 
handling differential diagnoses and treatment options across the scope of EM. From the 
patient’s perspective, the question an advance directive answers is not so much, “are you 
willing to be subject to an opaque technology” but rather “would you be willing to have a 
computer take on many functions of a doctor?” That is a big question with, I hope we have 
seen so far, huge philosophical implications. “Would you be willing to be prescribed lithium?” 
is miniscule in relative import. 
 There may also be an issue of novelty here. Black box AIs, being unfamiliar, may be 
more controversial now than someday in the future. In any given culture, a point may be 
reached in which being treated by a black box is as normal as being given lithium, paracetamol, 
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or modafinil. Everyone simply deems it more-or-less acceptable. In such a case, advanced 
directives would cease being necessary.  

3.2 Concern B: Culture, agency, and privacy 

 3.2.1 Variation 3. If Oscar is a computer programmer (say, even an AI programmer), 
or from a hunter-gatherer tribe in a rainforest, how differently will he react to the black box? 
 
 We discussed earlier the fact that EM can occur in many places outside of EDs, 
including in the field in crisis zones; this Variation on the Chest Pain Problem reflects the kind 
of challenge to informed consent with which doctors working particularly in non-industrialized 
societies frequently deal. Just to provide a vibrant illustration of the problem, I recount a story 
told to me by another doctor, during my own work as a team member in a roving medical clinic 
in a Nicaraguan village. The doctor said he encountered an autistic boy of the age of eight, who 
had never had treatment for his condition. He had, rather, been confined to his house for his 
whole life, and had clearly suffered for it: in addition to having the language level of a 4-year-
old and no basic social skills, he was also morbidly obese when no one else in his family was. 
When asked why he was never treated nor allowed to go outside, community members told the 
doctor they believed he was possessed by an evil deity. They did not recognize autism as a 
developmental difference, which responds well to speech therapy and behavioral interventions. 
They were absolutely uninformed about the scientific aspects of the condition, and required a 
few days’ education in autism in order to give the doctor consent to bring the child to a clinic 
in the city. 
 Computer-programmer Oscar, I would posit, might react differently to the black box 
than hunter-gatherer Oscar. Computer-programmer Oscar might be more inclined to trust the 
black box. As we already observed, patients’ permission to consult black boxes are influenced 
by cultural and personal variables, including their familiarity with AI architecture. 
 The more general question is then: does a health care provider’s right to be paternalistic 
towards patients increase with the patient’s relative lack of knowledge about how AI works? 
My answer will lean towards a qualified no.  
 Let us begin with Beauchamp & Childress’ definition of paternalism here: 
 

the intentional overriding of one person’s preferences or actions by another 
person, where the person who overrides justifies this action by appeal to the 
goal of benefiting or of preventing or mitigating harm to the person whose 
preferences or actions are overridden (2013, p. 215) 

 
Paternalism, in the Chest Pain Problem, would look like this: hunter-gatherer Oscar takes a 
look at the computer and shakes his head, indicating he does not want anything to do with it. 
Nonetheless, you decide the black box has prescribed the right course of action, give hunter-
gatherer Oscar a local anesthetic and medication to relax, and go ahead with the angioplasty, 
inserting a balloon in one of his heart arteries. 
 A concept, from the ACEP ethical code, which is relevant here is impartiality: “giving 
emergency patients an unconditional positive regard and treating them in an unbiased, 
unprejudiced way”. Impartiality is sometimes invoked in war medicine, wherein an emergency 
doctor has an obligation to treat all who come into his clinic, regardless of the side for which 
they are fighting. More generally, impartiality is refraining from allowing our moral judgments 
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to be affected by our similarity with or sympathy towards certain persons (Beauchamp & 
Childress, 2013, p.94).  
 Up until now, we have assumed that Oscar is a member of our culture19. He is Swedish, 
and he grew up in Uppsala. It is tempting to think of his rejection of AI as simply a matter of 
lack of education. We think that if he only knew as much about black boxes as a computer 
programmer, he would not be so afraid of them. What do we do, though, when someone from 
a radically different background is faced with this technology? Everything in a modern medical 
clinic may appear to be magic to the hunter-gatherer. If we are speaking about a “patient’s 
relative lack of knowledge about how AI works”, then the difference between Uppsala Oscar 
and hunter-gatherer Oscar is enormous: 

 
 What if hunter-gatherer Oscar ended up dying during the angioplasty? How on Earth 
would doctors be able to justify it to his family, his village? To them, it appears simply like a 
magic, or a deity, that failed. “What happened? Why was the computer wrong?” one of them 
might ask through a translator. Your answer: “I don’t know. I don’t understand what the 
computer’s logic was, either.” This could easily destroy any faith that village ever has in 
computers, and maybe even in your clinic – very undesired consequences. Or worse: you try 
to demonstrate the inner workings of the box by showing them Google Deep Dream images. 
Not only have you lost their faith, but you have probably also frightened them at the same time. 
 What this example highlights, I hope, is that adoption of black boxes has to be tempered 
to the societies in which they are introduced. It is very easy to assume a paternalistic stance 
over hunter-gatherer Oscar, believing that he is so badly lacking in information that we should 
essentially ignore the way that he perceives the strange whirlwind of the medical environment 
around him. If we are going to be serious about the principle of autonomy, though, we have to 
apply it impartially. Doing so requires the medical unit to do real anthropological work, 
surveying the culture in which it finds itself to see what effect black box technology will have. 
This will differ between cultures, not only between Sweden and the rainforest’s, but  Sweden 
and Hungary, Hungary and Iran, Iran and Nicaragua, and all kinds of geographical and social 
locales within national units. The right to be paternalistic does not necessarily increase with 

                                                 
19 By our culture, I mean Sweden – where this paper is being written and presented. 
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Figure 8. The length of the arrows indicates how much each person may have to learn. 
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the level of a patient’s lack of AI knowledge, but paternalistic decisions are only permitted 
when taken with great care and understood within an anthropological context. 
 From the analysis of this Variation, we can propose the following guideline: 
 

Guideline 3: The availability of EM black boxes, and the type of public 
education about them, should be chosen carefully, taking into account the 
effect the technology will have on any given society. 
 

This of course, could be said for many technologies: genetic engineering, search engines, or 
nuclear weapons. However, there is something special about black box AI. It is virtually the 
only technology so inscrutable it cannot be reverse-engineered, and, as we have noted, may in 
the future be able to reproduce itself. It can appear to act with intention. It is the most human-
like technology yet created – especially when combined with robotics. Its introduction into a 
society takes on similar characteristics, then, to the introduction of a new person. In a moment, 
we will discuss more about the ways in which a black box is like a human. 
 First, though, a note about normative ethical testing of this guideline. Consequentialist 
and deontological analyses are rather obviously supportive of it. Starting with consequentialist: 
choosing black box introduction and education carefully is done with the intent of minimizing 
harm on the given society – which is the point of a consequentialist morality. Similarly for 
deontology, the guideline prescribes that we take into consideration how AI education and 
availability will affect people’s ability to make autonomous choices about the technology. To 
treat a person as an end, and not a means, is to give them the freedom to choose according to 
their own moral reasoning. When many doctors apply this principle, while serving an entire 
people, they have acted consistently with the Kingdom of Ends formulation of the categorical 
imperative.  
 
 3.2.2 Variation 4. Imagine you had in Uppsala a brilliant, world-famous doctor, whose 
cardiac diagnoses were 94% correct, but spoke not a word of English, Swedish, or any other 
language you understand – and you did not have a translator nearby. He could only indicate 
whether or not he thought there was a heart attack with a thumbs up or thumbs down. How 
strongly would you take his word for things? 

 
 We are now getting to the meat of a question which we have alluded to throughout this 
essay: in what relevant way is a black box different from a non-communicative human? 
Hopefully, this Variation makes immediately clear the similarities between the two. 
 How do we react to a human doctor whose internal workings are closed to us? My guess 
is that most people would trust this brilliant, world-famous expert.  
 We might suppose that this is because he is familiar. There are certain qualities that we 
know he has, because he is a human, and he is similar to us. We know he has the intention to 
heal the patient. We know that he has, in his (to us linguistically unintelligible) homeland, 
interacted with thousands of patients, discussing their histories, looking at them, touching them, 
living in their communities, meeting their families, and presumably watching some die and 
some recover unexplainably. We know that he cares about medical ethics and implements its 
principles.  In other words, he has performed all the intellectual, physical, emotional, and social 
activities of a great healer of humans. 
 All these forms of familiarity certainly play a role. We have already argued that one 
way to help people to trust black boxes is to make them familiar with their architecture. 
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However, that will only get us part of the way to real, positive integration of the technology 
into EM practice. 
 A black box, though seemingly unfamiliar, has correlate characteristics for almost 
everything I mentioned in the world-famous doctor. It is programmed to try to produce medical 
recommendations to heal the patient – the same “intention” as the world-famous doctor. The 
black box has data on thousands (if not millions) of patients, perhaps including their medical 
histories, imaging, and also on examples of death and unexplainable recovery. The black box 
has probably not touched patients, lived in their communities, or met their families; on the other 
hand, it may know a lot about human anatomy, or communities and families, just through 
access to general databases. As for ethics, with the development of AI technologies like 
autonomous cars, there is increasing discussion about how to program a computer to think 
ethically; Narayanan (2019) has proposed using fuzzy logic to create an “ethics architecture to 
reason when taking over from a human driver is morally justified.” The question remains open 
whether an AI can be programmed to behave in ways that follow ideals like beneficence or 
non-maleficence. It is harder to argue that a computer can be programmed with human-like 
emotions; but on the other hand, most of good clinical decision-making requires a doctor to 
suspend emotional reactions, so the black box’s lack of emotion may be a clinical advantage. 
To dismiss the black box as somehow less trustworthy than a human, because it is not a human, 
seems at this point almost prejudicial. 
 Indeed, I would posit that the relevant difference – the final and highest hurdle to getting 
a human to trust the black box equally to the human – is that the human doctor has agency, 
whereas AI does not, at least for now. In making my claim, I am going to draw from Frankfurt’s 
(1971) much-debated argument that an “essential difference between persons and other 
creatures” is “in the structure of the person’s will”: 
 

Human beings are not alone in having desires and motives, or in making 
choices. They share these things with the members of certain other species20, 
some of whom even appear to engage in deliberation and to make decisions 
based upon prior thought. It seems to be peculiarly characteristic of humans, 
however, that they are able to form what I shall call “second-order desires” or 
“desires of the second order.” 
 Besides wanting and choosing and being moved to do this or that, men 
may also want to have (or not to have) certain desires and motives. They are 
capable of wanting to be different, in their preferences and purposes, from what 
they are (p. 6-7). 
 

This is a “hierarchical account of agency.” (Schlosser, 2015) It is part of a long and drawn-out 
debate in academic philosophy about the definition of agency, including of AI. Barandiaran et 
al. (2009), for example, have argued that AI is incapable of even minimal agency, their 
reasoning sprung from realist theories of agency.21 Let us suspend diving into that debate here; 

                                                 
20 And, I would add, AI. 
21 Realist theories of agency state that agency is an internal state in a mind, such as a certain pattern of neural 
firings in a human brain. Furthermore, this state represents, to a knowledgeable observer, an intention to act 
(Schlosser, 2015). So, what is unclear to Barandarian et al. is whether an artificial system can have such internal 
states which ground intention. Agency requires “adaptive regulation” with the environment (for example, 
“metabolic monitoring systems”) and “self-maintenance” of the organism’s infrastructure – which, Barandarian 
et al. think, have not been demonstrated by computers (2009). 
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more important than the philosophical definition of the word agency is what Frankfurt’s 
conception of agency illustrates about AI. 
 I want to look specifically at ANNs here, although the analysis will apply to any current 
form of AI proposed for EM. As much as their internal workings may be a morass of unclarity, 
one thing is always true of ANNs: we know the data sets on which they were trained. We know 
what input information they were given, and more importantly, what the outcomes were. 
Regardless of how complicated an ANN is, it is subject to one constraint: the training goals of 
its programmers. An ANN is, for example, trained to look for tumor cells in CT scans, or a 
case of pneumonia, or who should be first in triage. The ANN never, for lack of a better term, 
breaks free from its training goals. It has no reason to. It was not designed to. Any safe ANN 
is built specifically never to ask itself the question, “should I have a different ‘intention’?” Or, 
put in computer science terminology, “should aOUT ≠ { training data }?”  If it did start asking 
itself that question, its programmers and users would be in a quick pickle. I am honestly not 
sure how such a question would even manifest itself in the computer’s behavior… perhaps the 
AI would just start returning unwanted outputs, like the number of patients whose name starts 
with “E”, instead of who is at triage level one.  
 A number of concepts, from the ethical codes, apply here: safety, human control, and 
maintaining knowledge and skills. Programmers have to be very careful never to program 
Frankfurtian agency – second-order desires – into an AI intended for EM. This imperative is 
so strong that I shall propose it as a guideline: 
 

Guideline 4: EM black boxes should never be built that have any capacity 
to autonomously change to goals that they were not originally trained to 
obtain by humans. 

 
One upshot of this is that a black box will never have a conversation with a patient in which it 
says, “oh, I was trained to detect tumors, but actually what I want to do is count the tiles in the 
ceiling.” Our world-famous doctor could, theoretically, have that conversation. However, over 
the course of his career he has shown dedication to his desire of healing people. The fact that 
people know he has made that second-order choice over and over again is a fundamental reason 
they trust him, and perhaps what makes him fundamentally human. 
 Now to a normative test. There is a consequentialist objection to this guideline, in the 
form of an opportunity cost. If we forbid black boxes ever to autonomously change their goals, 
we limit a tool which potentially could help a lot of patients. We must be very specific here 
about what we mean by “autonomously”. The guideline has no objection to computers which 
change between pre-trained goals. So, for example, there is no ethical problem with a black 
box which detects heart attacks in one patient, then turns to another patient to detect stroke. 
One of the trained goals of such a computer would, indeed, be the ability to switch when 
necessary – so this is not autonomous. 
 A autonomous program would seem to be exemplified by one which develops moral 
reasoning, which, as we have seen, is the goal even of current engineers. If, somehow, a 
computer could distinguish between right and wrong – however these are interpreted by its 
creators and users – and it was instructed only to do right, then, in theory, we could let such a 
computer loose to set its own goals, safe in the knowledge that it was only doing the right thing. 
We can imagine a computer running from patient to patient on the ward, maximizing help and 
minimizing harm, and perhaps even doing a significantly better job at it than an actual ED 
doctor because its success rates are higher. 
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 Still, though, we are stuck in a semantic quibble about “autonomy”. If the computer 
were instructed to do right, then it is really autonomous? Or does it just have a large general 
goal? A deontologist might argue that true ethical reasoning and duty to moral law is 
fundamental to personhood, and we are back to the notion that the computer has become like a 
person. Ultimately, there may indeed be an opportunity cost to this guideline: the loss of ethical, 
broadly-capable AI, which would be significant indeed. So, if the technology begins to 
approach that level of sophistication, this guideline may have to be revisited. 
 
 3.2.3 Variation 5. The AI has gotten a hold of a Facebook message, intended by Oscar 
to be private but published unknown to him, in which he mentions he is a hypochondriac and 
sometimes fakes chest pain in order to see a doctor. The AI included this message in its analysis 
and judged that Oscar had not had a heart attack. Here the AI has taken a piece of information 
that Oscar did not intend to tell the doctor. Do we discard the AI’s result (assuming we know 
what it did) (and what if we don’t)? 
 
 We invoke the spirit of Kamm here with a particularly fantastical example, meant to 
weigh variables against each other, rather than represent something that could happen in real 
life. What we are focusing on is the difference between the way that black boxes may 
potentially handle private information, versus the way that doctors currently do so. I will argue 
that the unique properties of black boxes allow for certain information to be used in medical 
decision-making, that otherwise would be forbidden by current regulations on medical 
equipment. 
 It is not impossible to think that black boxes will, at some point in the future, mine data 
from sources like the Internet – if they do not already. Variation 5 is analogous to a court trial, 
wherein evidence illegally obtained, even if relevant to the case, is not allowed to be taken 
under consideration. The flow of data in our society becoming so openly available, AI could 
find all kinds of information about patients that doctors would never know or even think to 
look up.  
 A more general question is: how much should we cap the information available to black 
boxes? A concept from the Asilomar Principles which applies here is personal privacy: “People 
should have the right to access, manage and control the data they generate, given AI systems’ 
power to analyze and utilize that data.” It is not controversial that people should have a right 
to prevent personal information, for example about their health, from being published without 
their will. What is at stake here is the question of if it nonetheless gets published, should an AI 
be allowed to use it – despite that it is the product of a confidentiality breach, intentional or 
unintentional? Especially if it could mean the difference between performing a potentially 
deadly operation or not? 
 There are some cases where breaking confidentiality – intentionally or unintentionally 
– is considered justified in medical ethics. Beauchamp and Childress’ basic model of this 
question is the following: you calculate the magnitude and probability of harm in the disclosure, 
and compare it to the magnitude and probability of harm prevented by the disclosure (p. 321). 
The authors use the following risk assessment tool: 
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So, for example, the AI using Oscar’s Facebook message to recommend against an angioplasty 
might yield a low probability of harm (6% chance it is incorrect), but a high magnitude of harm 
if it is wrong (further heart damage), giving us a three on this scale. 
 What is harder to measure using this scale is the harm done to the patient in using 
confidential information. The fact that no one sees it but the black box means that Oscar is not 
harmed at all in anyone new finding out about his hypochondria – unlike, say, the harm to a 
court participant whose illegally obtained information would suddenly be made public record. 
So, does it actually set any bad precedent for the black box to use the Facebook message – or 
any information intended to be kept private? 
 Ironically, here we have an argument for preserving the blackness of the black box. By 
preserving, I mean designing the black box such that it is not allowed to report private 
information. If we do not know what variables the black box was considering in the case, and 
no human ever finds out, then no harm is done in using confidential information currently 
prohibited for use in medical equipment. This means that black box doctors could naturally be 
more effective than human doctors, because they are perfect preservers of confidentiality. A 
patient may feel uncomfortable sharing information with a doctor – just because she is another 
human – but comfortable sharing it with a computer who will never judge, nor tell. 
 Unfortunately, if we permit AI to use information intended to be private, we may never 
be able to allow ourselves to look inside. Furthermore, the “hot spot” approach of 
understanding a black box’s workings by examining inputs would also have to be abandoned, 
because the private information would be an input. In other words, permitting the use of private 
information poses a problem for the greying of black boxes. In order to do correct forensics on 
a black box, an examiner may require that private information. In a moment, we will see the 
importance of making black boxes as grey as possible. We have a clash of principles: the 
confidentiality to patients versus AI transparency. There is, though, a technical solution which 
we can make a guideline: 
 

Guideline 5: EM black boxes should only use public information intended to be 
private if they can recognize it as private and preserve its privacy whenever any 
means is used to see inside the box… 
 

In practice, these will be rare situations. NLP is nowhere near a point at which it can recognize 
that a piece of information about a person, say on the Internet, is a published privacy violation. 
However, this may change in the future. 
 

Magnitude of harm 

         Major        Minor 
Probability High   1    2 
of Harm 
  Low   3    4 

Figure 9. Harm assessment scale from Beauchamp & Childress (ibid). 
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Therefore: …and until privacy recognition is technologically mastered, there 
should be human oversight over all the sources an AI uses to mine information. 

 
 The nature of this oversight is something that is going to have to depend on the culture 
and the AI’s level of agency. Here is where culture, agency, and privacy come together 
conceptually. 
 Standards of privacy are expressed in highly variant forms from culture to culture and 
jurisdiction to jurisdiction. The European Union has enshrined the protection of personal data 
as a human right, expressed in the realm of information technology as the General Data 
Protection Regulation (Regulation 2016/679). In the United States, in contrast, online personal 
data laws vary considerably from state to state; only 17 have enacted statutes protecting privacy 
in government web sites and portals (National Conference of State Legislatures, 2019). When 
we step outside of the EU and US, we see a wide range of cultural and legal norms regarding 
personal data protection: compare China, Russia, and sub-Saharan Africa. At a more micro-
social level, what might be common knowledge about someone in our hunter-gatherer tribe 
might be considered highly sensitive, private information in urban Sweden. 
 A computer’s type of agency will also affect privacy oversight. Imagine a futuristic 
black box, which can negotiate a broad range of clinical situations and is programmed to make 
highly complex decisions which maximize good patient outcomes. This AI, we imagine, has 
proven over many years that it is trustworthy, in parsing natural language, and judicious, in 
revealing – or not revealing – information to specific humans in the clinical context. The AI 
may, for example, display pregnancy status when interacting with a patient’s attending 
physician, but not with a lab technician who does not need the information. Such an agent 
would require different oversight than a more bluntly built black box which cannot distinguish, 
for example, to whom it is releasing information at any given time. Furthermore, all kinds of 
combinations of agent and culture can be imagined. Oversight must always be tailored to both. 
 As for normative analysis, we find a consequentialist problem with guideline 5. Or to 
be more specific, on the issue of privacy, this guideline may not go far enough to prevent harm. 
This is because even when black boxes only use legally available information, they can end up 
perpetuating social discrimination, violating the principle of impartiality. Jeong (2019) 
explains: 
 

…artificial intelligence is known to reproduce biases that aren’t 
explicitly coded into it. In the field of insurance, this turns into “proxy 
discrimination.” For example, an algorithm might (correctly) conclude that 
joining a Facebook group for a BRCA1 mutation is an indicator of high risk for 
a health insurance company. Even though actual genetic information — which 
is illegal to use — is never put into the system, the algorithmic black box ends 
up reproducing genetic discrimination. 
 A ZIP code might become a proxy for race; a choice of wording in a 
résumé might become a proxy for gender; a credit card purchase history can 
become a proxy for pregnancy status. Legal oversight of insurance companies, 
which are typically regulated by states, mostly looks at discrimination deemed 
to be irrational: bias based on race, sex, poverty or genetics. It’s not so clear 
what can be done about rational indicators that are little but proxies for factors 
that would be illegal to consider (para. 10, 11). 
 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3347959
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3347959
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-amazon-com-jobs-automation-insight/amazon-scraps-secret-ai-recruiting-tool-that-showed-bias-against-women-idUSKCN1MK08G
https://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/19/magazine/shopping-habits.html?module=inline
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Technologically, no solution appears to be in the works to proxy discrimination. If we 
expanded our guideline to try to prevent it, we would have to find a way to identify proxy 
variables. That would require some kind of greying that would reveal the relationship between 
the proxies and the discriminatory variables… which themselves are not represented inside the 
architecture. So, unable to sort out this problem by identifying individual inputs, we would 
have to ban unacceptably large categories of inputs that may be discriminatory proxies. 
Banning credit card histories is acceptable, but banning a postcode is not, because a patient’s 
place of residence may provide important epidemiological information (say, if there is a 
contagious breakout in a neighborhood). 
 Until we have a solution to the proxy discrimination problem, it exists as a major thorn 
in the side of privacy policy for black boxes. We know that some harm will probably be done 
by allowing black boxes to access certain information. What remains an open question is 
whether more net help than harm would be done under the guideline I have proposed. I do not 
know the answer to this, but I know that some guideline is better than none at all; allowing 
computers to mine data without any oversight is wrought with potential harm.  

3.3 Concern C: Fault – Variation 6. Suppose the AI turns out to be wrong based on further 
testing… and that Oscar has died during the angioplasty. Is it your fault for trusting the AI? 
The creator’s fault? The AI’s fault for being wrong? Or is fault distributed? 

 The more general question is: whom do we assign blame when a black box fails? We 
are asking here the question of fault – moral fault, not legal fault, although the thought of legal 
scholars on this question can inform our analysis. I will turn to two published works on the 
topic – first, Sullivan and Schweikart (2019), and then Bathaee (2018). 
 Sullivan and Schweikart propose two possible solutions for legal liability in the case of 
AI fault. The first is to consider the AI a person – although defined purely in a legal sense. (We 
are making no claim about the AI’s human qualities.) This has the practical use of allowing the 
AI to be insured itself, paid for by the clinic. The AI would directly face malpractice suits. 
 

The machine... will have burdens and duties of its own and will then be sued 
directly for any negligence claims. In such instances, the AI system will be 
required to be insured … the AI system will be deemed a quasi-juridical person 
and treated the “same as any other physician”. Funding for such insurance may 
come from users of the AI… that promotes fairness, as its focus extends beyond 
the technology’s creators and encourages users of such technology also to bear 
some cost (para. 12). 

 
Alternately, Sullivan and Schweikart suggest a common enterprise liability, wherein fault lies 
on everyone involved in creating and using the AI. “[I]nstead of assigning fault… if some 
injury is caused by an AI system, then all groups involved in the use and implementation of the 
AI system should jointly bear some responsibility (para. 13).” In this case, the AI does not take 
on the status of personhood; only humans are blamed for the error. This differs from the 
approach taken at Asilomar in their statement on responsibility, above, which does not 
specifically exclude assigning responsibility to non-humans. 
 Bathaee’s solution involves what he calls the “sliding scale of liability” (p. 937). It aims 
to provide tests by which you can judge how much at fault a user or creator is for harm caused 
by AI. The first thing that he does is distinguish between the transparency and supervision of 
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AI. Transparency we have already defined; supervision is the degree to which its users are 
controlling the computer’s activity. Transparency and supervision are two dimensions on the 
scale. 

  
Here is how this scale works. Let us consider all four categories. 
 If the AI is transparent and supervised (upper left), then we can know what the intent 
of its users was, as well as the cause of the fault. If the AI is transparent but unsupervised (lower 
left), this means that the users let the machine make a mistake without monitoring it; they used 
the technology negligently. If the AI is opaque (a black box) and supervised (upper right), then 
we cannot know exactly how the machine made the mistake – but we can still know the intent 
of the creator or user of the machine, based on her actions during supervision, as well as the 
chance of harm, based on the AI’s success rate. That information can be used to judge fault. 
Finally, if an opaque AI is used unsupervised (lower right), the creator or user is generally at 
fault, for taking the risk simply of letting a machine, whose inner workings are not known, keep 
functioning. Never does Bathaee propose the idea of attributing fault to the AI. 
 So based on these analyses, we have a few options for assigning moral fault. One is to 
the AI itself. Another option is to distribute fault across all the persons involved in creating and 
using the AI. The third option is to test which person is at fault, and what kind of fault it was – 
and this test depends not only on how they were supervising the AI, but crucially, how black 
the box is. 
 How do we decide between these three? We can begin analyzing this question by going 
back to the first imperative in the Hippocratic Oath: do no harm, also known as the principle 
of nonmaleficence. There are many ways in which humans and computers can do harm to 
patients. Beauchamp and Childress, following Gert (2005), list five of these. Quoting verbatim: 
 

1. Do not kill. 
2. Do not cause pain or suffering. 
3. Do not incapacitate. 
4. Do not cause offense. 
5. Do not deprive others of the goods of life (Beauchamp & Childress, 2013, p. 
154). 

 

Figure 10. Bathaee’s sliding scale of liability (ibid). 
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If we listed all the ways in which harm can be done, and analyzed each individually, we would 
have a very long document indeed. My purpose here is not to give full treatment to the principle 
of nonmaleficence and AI versus human fault. Rather, I am going to look at one concept within 
maleficence: negligence. The purpose of examining negligence specifically is because it 
illustrates very nicely that AI fault has to be judged in a radically different way than we judge 
human fault. 
 Negligence is putting a patient at risk of harm, whether intentionally or unintentionally. 
In order to judge whether a doctor has been negligent, philosophers and lawyers ask whether 
she has given a patient due care. Due care in bioethics is generally defined as “taking 
appropriate care to avoid causing harm, as the circumstances demand of a reasonable and 
prudent person (Beauchamp & Childress, 2013, p. 154).” In other words, traditional notions of 
due care depend on the carer being reasonable and prudent. 
 This traditional notion of due care strikes a blow to the idea of assigning moral fault to 
the AI. An AI can be reasonable (or at least can reason), but can it be prudent? Prudence, in 
contemporary philosophy, is most often used in the context of virtue ethics. However, it is not 
only in virtue ethics that the concept of prudence is invoked. United States courts and English 
law have cited prudence as the central concept in the legal definition of “due care” and “care” 
in the context of negligence, respectively.22 Prudence is a virtue which emphasizes taking 
properly calculated risks. “[P]rudence refers to wise practical reasoning in general, which 
encompasses justice and concern for the common good, as well as considered risk-taking when 
necessary to achieve the good (Scherz, 2018, p. 305).” Risk thresholds are not something that 
AIs assign to the problems for which they are employed; the thresholds are decided by users. 
It is the doctor, not the computer, who decides whether 94% is a good enough success rate to 
trust the AI’s judgment.  
 We therefore have either to update our concept of due care to include parameters 
measurable in AI, or discard the notion that AI can be negligent. In the public arena generally, 
this remains an undecided matter; AI researchers themselves tend to discard it. However, we 
pointed out earlier two facts about the future of AI that now seem pertinent: 1) AI may, 
someday soon, end up creating AI; biocomputers may even end up creating other biocomputers, 
and 2) computer scientists are already tackling the issue of introducing ethical reasoning into 
AI. If we discard the notion that AI can be negligent, then we lose a valuable tool, because we 
cannot assign blame to an AI which has created an AI, nor to an AI making ethical decisions. 
These two phenomena may go on without any moral challenge. 
 The counterargument here is that we can always go back to some human and assign 
fault. It could be the developer who created the AI which created the AI, or the developer who 
created the AI which created the AI which created the AI, or… well, this works for simple 
cases. However, as future technologies give figurative birth to technologies, the distance 
between human developer and end product could become so long that the original developer 
cannot fairly be held responsible for the end product’s actions. Similarly, one could 
counterargue that blame goes to the developer who designed a negligent routine. Again, 
though: what if an AI which makes bad ethical decisions was built by another AI which made 
acceptably better ethical decisions, built by another which made better ethical decisions… 
again, at a certain point it becomes absurd to blame the original developer. 

                                                 
22 US: “Due care is that degree of care which a person of ordinary prudence would exercise under the same or similar 
circumstances (Dukes v. Philip Johnson and Alan Ritchie Architects, 2008).” England: “Ordinary neglect is the omission of 
that care which every man of common prudence takes of his own concerns (Paton, 1948, p. 20)”. 
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 These scenarios are not completely fantastical; they may come true. In the case of AI 
creating AI ad infinitum, this is a stated goal of certain futurists who claim that superintelligent, 
self-replicating machines will eventually bring about a new and marvelous era in human 
history, along with “the wonderful future potential of medicine (Kurzweil, 2006, p. 44).” 
Meanwhile, as for an AI which makes bad ethical decisions, created by generations of other 
AIs: observers already warn about runaway AI, which ends up pursuing goals to the mass-scale 
detriment of humans, who cannot shut it down because they cannot compete nor understand it, 
being “limited by slow biological evolution,” as Stephen Hawking put it (Cellan-Jones, 2014). 
Admittedly, we are moving outside the realm of EM here; but self-replicating black boxes, or 
runaway AI, could very well have an impact on the work of emergency clinicians in any of 
their various venues.  
 In the short-term, then, we can try to trace moral fault solely back to creators and users. 
In the longer-term, however – which we have said we hope to address in this paper – it may be 
in our best interest to find new models of negligence, possibly radically reconceptualizing it. 
These models would be designed in a way that they can sensibly be attributed to a black box.  
  Whatever ethicists and legal experts actually decide with regards to negligence and 
black boxes, one thing is clear: it is in everyone’s best interest that medical AI makes as few 
errors as possible. This is particularly the case in EM, where errors can mean life-or-death. One 
key method of error prevention in computer programming is doing forensics on errors already 
made; that is, looking at the code and seeing how it led to the output. Asilomar recognized this 
in setting down the principle of failure transparency.  
 Anderson and Anderson make the point, for the moment inapplicable to reality, that if 
an errorless black box were developed, then we would not be, nor need to be, interested in its 
internal workings.  
 

[L]et us imagine that the AI program is widely used and improves its success 
rate from 92% to 100%. Would we care so much about how it does it? … would 
it matter to patients – those whose lives are affected by the presence or absence 
of cancer cells? We think not… the job this program does … is factually black 
or white.” (Anderson & Anderson, 2019, para. 3) 

 
Until that day arrives for all EM AIs, however, we have the following guideline, given support 
by the AMIA white paper call for continuous improvement of knowledge and CDS methods: 

 
Guideline 6: EM black boxes should constantly be made to be as close to white as 
possible. 
 

 As for a normative objection, there is one from consequentialism: resource distribution. 
For every computer engineer who works exclusively on the problem of greying, we lose one  
engineer who could be building new kinds of black boxes. How exactly should society contrive 
to balance AI forensics versus AI development? I cannot provide a quantitative answer to this 
problem. It requires risk-analysts to weigh the potential harm of opacity on the whole against 
the potential good of creating better computers. We can certainly say that some efforts must be 
put into greying. Information technology tends to develop exponentially (Denning & Lewis, 
2017). Simple unchecked exponential growth of EM black boxes poses enormous risks. 
 Throughout this essay we have wrestled with the implications of using opaque 
intelligences. Ultimately, we have to state frankly that we have a moral imperative to work 
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with as transparent intelligences as possible. That does not mean that we ban black boxes; it 
just means that we try to reduce their numbers as best we can, as we create new ones. 
 

4. Results: Some General Guidelines 
 
 Compiling all the guidelines we have proposed, we get the following set of 
recommendations for the ethical use of black box AI in EM: 
 

Guideline 0: An EM clinician should use any available well-trained black 
box, and incorporate its output into his analysis, provided that he is not 
unduly influenced by that output into mis-analyzing the case.  
 
Guideline 1: The public should be educated with basic knowledge about 
black boxes (including EM black boxes). 
 
Guideline 2: Ideally, as an advanced health care directive (sometimes called 
a living will), persons would have the option to state whether or not they 
would permit a black box to play a role in their EM decisions when unable 
to give consent themselves.  
 
Guideline 3: The availability of EM black boxes, and the type of public 
education about them, should be chosen carefully, taking into account the 
effect the technology will have on any given society. 
 
Guideline 4: EM black boxes should never be built that have any capacity 
to autonomously change to goals that they were not originally trained to 
obtain by humans. 
 
Guideline 5: EM black boxes should only use public information intended 
to be private if they can recognize it as private and preserve its privacy 
whenever any means is used to see inside the box, and until privacy 
recognition is technologically mastered, there should be human oversight 
over all the sources an AI uses to mine information. 
 
Guideline 6: EM black boxes should constantly be made to be as close to 
white as possible. 
 

 With this list, I hope I have fulfilled the aim of this paper: to propose the first set of 
practical ethical guidelines for the adoption of black box AI in EM. Furthermore, I hope that 
this paper has been written in a manner understandable to philosophers, clinicians and EM 
administrators, and AI engineers. Lastly, I hope that the strength of the ideas in this paper has 
been great enough that they are worthy to play a role in the public dialogue about AI in EM. 
 Although my focus has been on EM, these guidelines have practical value for medicine 
in general. I concentrated on EM because it is a specialty where a high percentage of decisions 
can lead to death or the preservation of life. In all of the guidelines, however, we can replace 
“EM” with “medicine” and maintain their conceptual coherence. Medicine is a broader field 
than EM, and so there would probably be other core concerns and additional guidelines. 
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Something could certainly be said about the ethics of using black boxes in epidemiological 
research, because decisions there influence not individual patients but entire populations. 
Another key area to address would be the ethics of using black boxes in long-term patient care; 
an AI could be a tool for monitoring a person’s health over their life span. I leave it to further 
commentators to explore such themes. 

5. Discussion: Next Steps in this Project 

 In my best attempt at a thorough survey of the literature, I have found no prior ethical 
analysis, nor guidelines for use, of black box AI in EM. Any first endeavor at this project, like 
mine, is certain to be full of overlooked lines of thought, as well as internal inconsistencies. 
Ideally, my readership would figure out what these are, and take the conversation from there. 
The development of ethical systems takes time, and is rarely, if ever, completed in a single text. 
The Code of Medical Ethics of the American Medical Association, for example, was first 
articulated in 1847, and has been updated constantly ever since. It, in turn, was influenced 
heavily but Thomas Percival’s 1803 code, which itself drew from the Hippocratic Oath 
(American Medical Association, 2017, p. 1). 
 The urgency of this project is clear. Announcements of new black box technology 
appear on somewhere around a weekly basis. Furthermore, we already have reports of the 
potential for blatantly hostile use of medical AI. Finlayson et al. (2019) wrote just two months 
ago that they had successfully executed experimental computer “adversarial attacks” in health 
care. By manipulating a few pixels in an image inputted into an AI imaging system, they 
successfully fooled the computer into classifying a benign mole as malignant “with 100% 
confidence.” (para. 5) The dialogue needs to move forward immediately on basic ethical 
guidelines for black box EM AI, so that we have a strong knowledge base, philosophical and 
otherwise, for condemning, and finding ways to prevent, such subtle but malevolent misuse of 
the technology. 
 Finally, ideally, this project will be brought to the attention of the public. This is for 
two reasons. First of all, ethics, especially applied ethics about something as important as EM, 
should not exist in a vacuum but be informed by cooperative opinion-making and popular 
currents of thought. Secondly, it would reassure the public to know that AI and EM 
professionals are discussing the ethics of their work. As patients encounter ever more advanced 
information technology in the clinic, it is in their best interest that computer use be held to as 
high a standard of professional practice as possible. 
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